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 DESIGN & PRODUCTS

 SPECIAL FOCUSES:  
 - AUDIO & VIDEO PROCESSING

Parallel processing spawns  
non-MPEG Codec
What if video experts were to 
design a brand new video codec 
fit for 2015?

Webcams move to 4K panoramic video

StreetView gets indoors
NCTech and Google 
partners on iris360, a 
prosumer panoramic still 
camera.

 - OPEN SOURCE DESIGN

Does open source hardware 
design have a future?
When thinking of open 
source, hardware isn’t the 
first thing to come to mind for most people. In a land-
scape dominated by open source software, hardware 
has struggled to gain the same amount of attention. 

The white-boxing of  
software-defined networking

Freescale S32 ups automotive ante

 - POWER SUPPLIES & BATTERIES

LED power supplies versus 
standard ITE power supplies

France’s largest battery storage to 
stabilise power grid

Electrolyte additives prevent fires 
in next-gen lithium batteries
Chemical additives discovery could 
prevent the formation of dendrites 
in lithium metal batteries, also pre-
venting battery short out, overheat 
and fire.

 REaDER OffER

In this month’s reader offer, Novelda is giving away 
two full XeThru Inspiration 
kits worth 1499 US Dollars 
each, for EETimes Europe’s 
readers to experiment first 
hand with its through-wall 
presence detection  
technology.

 DISTRIbUTION CORNER

 OPINION

UWAS: playing hide and seek with drones

Cloud system leverages IoT’s idle processing power

 NEwS & TECHNOLOGY

Inside 1X nm Planar NAND
NAND flash makers have started  
selling their 1X nm class of planar 
flash memory.

CEO Interview
Cadence is about enablement,  
collaboration, says Lip-Bu Tan, CEO 
of the EDA software vendor.

Imec looks forward to life after FinFET

Smart shirt adorns IoT efforts
A smart T-shirt with removable 
electronics stole the limelight at 
the annual ITF event in Brussels.

Future urban mobility: multi-modal and eco-friendly

Merck starts building 30m euro 
German OLED production plant

RF power transistors to reach consumers’ dishes
Freescale Semiconductor hopes to 
expand its solid state offering to the 
consumer market thanks to next-gen 
microwaves.

Wearables get their own MEMS

Inside Rohde & Schwarz
Roland Steffen, Head of the Test and 
Measurement Division and Executive 
Vice President of Rohde & Schwarz 
explains how the company prepares for the  
challenges of 5G, IoT, and smartphone security.

Startup beats Google’s Ara to 
smartphone modularity

Wafer-level packaging - not 
enough, say OSATS 
A report from Nanium-hosted 
SEMI Packaging Tech Seminar

Samsung pledges to boost French tech
At a press conference 
held in Paris, Samsung 
Electronics’ President 
and Chief Strategy Officer 
Young Sohn pledged to 
invest massively in France 
and help young tech entrepreneurs develop new IoT 
solutions.
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UWAS: playing hide and seek with drones
By Julien Happich

The Paris Air Show was rich in drone solutions, from war-
fare mean machines to consumer toys and everything in 
between for the professional user. 

Yet, the recurring unauthorized flights that have been re-
ported in the French national press over sensitive sites (embas-
sies, nuclear or other industrial sites) have brought bad publicity 
to drones in general, making French authorities fear that those 
flights may be tied to terrorist or other criminal activities. 

Even if the flying rules put forward by the DGAC (France’s 
Civil Aviation General Office) and the heavy fines may tame the 
occasional aerial photogra-
phy amateur, violating the 
sky rules is as easy as flying 
your drone too far and too 
high over public landmarks or 
private properties.

Hence the necessity to 
develop counter-measures 
to detect, track and intercept 
malevolent drones and their 
pilots. This is the aim of the 
global partnership signed 
during the Paris Air Show 
by leading radar and secu-
rity experts, calling for the 
development of a so-called 
UWAS System (UAV Watch 
and Catch System). 

Partners include JCPX 
Development, an engineering company producing systems for 
the protection of sensitive sites, the DSNA Services founded 
by the French DGAC and the ENAC (the national school of civil 
aviation), the industrial partner Aveillant for its expertise in radar 
surveillance, and Skysoft for its know-how handling recordings, 
data fusion and restitutions.

The UWAS System will be designed to address the unau-
thorised flights of drones over sensitive areas, events and VIP 
facilities by enabling the detection, monitoring, visualisation and 
tracking of small drones less than 25kgs. 

In fact, a prototype system has already been put together, 
fully operational and compliant with aeronautical system 
requirements. The first deliverables come in the shape of a 
portable box of approximately 25x25x25cm in size, supporting 
an automatic 24/7 radar surveillance system capable of detect-
ing drones as small as 10x10cm in size at a distance up to five 
nautical miles (approximately 8 kilometres) and up to a height of 
1,000m.

UWAS also includes a ground-based optical tracking system 
enabling the tracking and identification of the target drone and 
a control/command and monitoring interface to be made either 
portable or integrated in a remote command post.

EETimes Europe caught up with Jean-Christophe Drai from 
JCPX Development who gave us his insight on how the system 
works and could be used.

Although he didn’t want to unveil what components were 
inside the box, nor if everything had been built off-the-shelf or 
required some ASICs, Drai emphasized the solution went way 

beyond the simple detection of drones.
“Very early on, our system is capable of extracting several 

parameters from the echo it receives, including the number of 
rotors, the spacing between the motors, their speed of rotation, 
the wingspan. From there, we can search for a match in our da-
tabase of commercial drones to identify the type of drone that is 
approaching and its payload characteristics”, said Drai.

“Because we acquire data very fast with measurement points 
only 25ms apart (40Hz), we can track the drone continuously” 
he added.

“In some cases, a simple 
risk prevention may just be to 
shelter VIPs inside a building, 
say in the case of a paparazzi”.

“Then our ground optical 
system is able to infer the 3D 
coordinates of the drone, this 
is completed by an integrated 
frequency analyser that allows 
us to track the signal source of 
the radio controlling the drone. 

So depending on the nature 
of the drone or the site being 
monitored, we could either fly 
a drone there to have footage 
of the pilots and make them 
aware that they are being 
tracked, or directly dispatch 
security forces to arrest them”, 

Drai continued.
“Of course, we have to think about various interception 

strategies and most probably the DGAC will have to define new 
rules of engagement for the interception of drones breaking sky 
rules, but the beauty of UWAS is that it is fit for any strategy” 
said Drai.

“Based on a first architectural audit, the system could be 
placed at the corners of an industrial site to protect several 
quadrants of the sky, or several units could be assembled under 
a unique dome to cover a site from all directions.”

What about taking down a drone before it reaches its target?
“As for taking down a drone, it is always a sensitive issue, it 

really depends over which area the drone is flying and the risks 
that taking it down could pose to the population or the sites on 
the ground” admitted Drai.

Signal jamming is not an option because it is not directional 
enough, Drai said. Nevertheless, several options are being 
explored, including sending an interceptor drone to zap the 
other drone with an EMI flash, or having the interceptor drone 
equipped with net launchers or even some sort of containment 
bag, but here Drai didn’t want to give more details nor become 
alarmist.

“On top of that, legislation will surely have to evolve. One 
thing that may become compulsory for drone makers is to inte-
grate some form of ID chips or even radio transponders. In most 
cases, this would make prosecution easier”, concluded Drai, 
although he admitted highly motivated criminals would easily 
build their own non-compliant drones. 
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memory shrink

Inside 1X nm Planar NAND
By Kevin Gibb

NAND flash makers have started selling their 1X nm 
class of planar flash memory. Planar NAND flash may 
not make it past 10nm node, but here’s a look inside 

15/16nm, analyzed by TechInsights.
Over the last year and a half, the major NAND flash makers 

have started selling their 1X nm class of planar flash memory. 
According to our sourcing of the devices on the open market, 
summarized in Table 1, Micron was first with product appearing 
in February of 2014, followed by SK-Hynix in October. 

Nearly 6 months later, products sporting Samsung 16nm or 
Toshiba 15nm NAND flash showed up 
in our laboratories.

There has been much discussion in 
the literature on the end of lithographic 
scaling of planar NAND flash, and its 
replacement with vertically stacked 
flash such as Samsung’s 3D V-NAND 
or Toshiba’s BiCS. There is a consen-
sus that planar NAND will end near the 
10 nm node, that is, one or two gen-
erations into the future from the 15/16 
nm NAND flash that we at TechInsights 
are now completing analysis on. We 
thought it timely to look at some 
process features that we see in these 
15/16 nm flash memories.

We have been buying NAND flash 
memory for a number of years for our 
technical analysis reports and figure 1 shows the 
process nodes versus year that we acquired them 
for Micron and SK-Hynix. These two manufac-
turers were typically the first to market with a 
process node. A semi-log plot is used to show the 
roughly 23%/year process shrink (solid black line) 
that we see for the Micron and Hynix devices.

The rate of process shrinks has slowed dra-
matically for the 25 nm and smaller product and 
this likely reflects the difficulties in implemen-
ting double patterning lithography and reducing 
electrical interference between adjacent cells. Two 
approaches can be used for double patterning. 
Litho-etch-litho-etch (LELE) double patterning 
(DP) that is typically used for logic processes, or 
self-aligned double patter-ning (SADP) using side-
wall spacers that is used by the memory makers. 

This has worked for NAND 
flash devices down to the 
present 16 nm node but may 
not make it to the 10 nm 
class of devices.

But scaling down to pla-
nar 10 nm NAND flash is still 
seen as a significant chal-
lenge and this has spurred 
efforts to develop 3D vertical 
NAND flash memory. For 
completeness, we include 
Samsung’s 3D V-NAND 
in figure 1 as it is the first 
commercially available part. 
Toshiba, Hynix and Micron 
will likely introduce their 3D NAND product in the near future.

Double patterning patterning has become mandatory for 
making the 16 nm node NAND flash and the memory mak-
ers use a self-aligned double patterning (SADP) for the ac-

tive, control gate, floating gate and 
bitline patterning. The SADP process 
sequence from making the initial pat-
tern, through the sidewall spacer etch 
back to the double pattern transfer is 
shown schematically in figure 2.

The double patterning process 
can often result in an asymmetry in 
the spaces between the final sidewall 
spacer structures that is seen as an 
AB patterning. And this is readily seen 
in the STI patterning of the Micron 16 
nm NAND flash shown in figure 3. 

A tungsten metal word line is seen 
running left to right overtop a series 
of planar floating gate structures that 
are aligned to the underlying silicon 
channels. The floating gates and 
silicon channels have been patterned 
and etched together using a SADP 
process. The bottoms of the shal-
low trench isolation (STI) between 
adjacent silicon channels exhibit the 
characteristic AB pattern in their etch 
depths, indicating the use of a self-
aligned double patterning process.

SK-Hynix used a quad spacer pat-
terning for their M1X nm floating gate 
NAND presented at IEDM 2013 and 
this is likely being used for their 16 nm 
NAND flash shown in figure 4. 

The AB pattern at the bottom of 
the trenches is largely absent being 
replaced with a more random pattern-
ing. We see similar random patterning 
with the Samsung 16 nm and Toshiba 
15 nm NAND flash memories, perhaps 
indicating that they too are using a 

Kevin Gibb is Product Line Manager at 
TechInsights - www.techinsights.com

Table 1: TechInsights Receipt of 1X nm Class NAND Flash

Fig. 1: Observed process nodes for Micron and 
Hynix NAND Flash vs. Year (Source: TechInsights)

Fig. 2: Self aligned double 
patterning process.

Fig. 3: Micron 16 nm NAND flash Si 
channels and STI (Source: TechInsights)
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quad spacer patterning process.
The next design problem is to maintain a high capacitive 

coupling between the control gate and floating gate, while mini-
mizing the capacitive coupling between adjacent cells. Tradi-
tionally, the control gate (CG) is wrapped around three sides of 
the floating gate (FG) as shown in figure 5. 

The interpoly dielectric (IPD) provides the capacitive coupling 
between the CG and FG and it needs to have excellent bloc-
king characteristics to current and a high dielectric constant k. 
Hynix’s oxide/nitride/oxide (ONO) layers can be seen in figure 5. 

The IPD is fairly thick and this reduces the gap for the control 
gate fill between the adjacent floating gates. Hynix has thinned 
down the sides of the floating gates to provide more room for 
the control gate. But the opportunities for continued shrinking 
of the NAND cell pitch in this direction is limited if one wants 
to maintain the control gate over the three sides of the floating 
gate.

We note that Hynix has added air gaps between the silicon 
channels (active air gap) to reduce their capacitive coupling.

Micron has eschewed the wrap-around control gate in favour 
of a planar control/floating gate structure for their 16 nm NAND 
flash. This is not their first time for using a planar gate structure, 
as we also observed it in Micron’s 20 nm NAND flash memory. 

The gate structure is shown in Figure 6. Micron has retained 
the polysilicon floating gate but it is now quite thin. 

This allows the HfO2/oxide/HFO2 interpoly dielectric layers to 
lie nearly flat overtop the floating gate, and the very high dielec-
tric constant of the HfO oxide layers yields sufficient capacitive 
coupling between the control and floating gates to eliminate 
the need for the gate wrap around structures that are used by 

Hynix, Samsung and Toshiba.
Shrinking of the word line and bitline pitches has exacer-

bated the capacitive coupling between adjacent cells. This 
is a problem as the programmed state of the one cell can be 
capacitively coupled to the adjacent cell. 

This can result in disturbed cell threshold voltages (VT) and 
misread bits. Air gaps between adjacent word lines have been 
used for a number of years to reduce their capacitive coupling 
and figure 7 shows an example of this used by Toshiba for their 
1st generation 15 nm NAND flash.

The floating gate air gaps used by the Samsung 16 nm 
NAND are shown in Figure 8. These air gaps are much less 
uniform that Toshiba’s. This would suggest that the Samsung 
cells will show a greater variability in cell-to-cell cross-talk and 
this might show up as increased overhead for the cell write and 
erase times.

Air gaps are not confined to active substrate and word lines 
as Micron has adopted air gaps for its metal 1 bitlines used in 
its 16 nm NAND flash as shown in figure 9.

The opportunities for continued lithographic shrinking of 
planar NAND flash seem limited as immersion lithography with 
quadruple patterning may only get to the low 1X nm node, and 
air gaps are already being extensively used to suppress cell-to-
cell interferences. 

The gate wrap around structures used by Samsung, Hynix 
and Toshiba may scale to about 10 nm and Micron’s planar 
floating gate might get them to sub-10 nm geometries. 

But in the end, NAND flash will go vertical. And here, Sam-
sung was first off the mark with the release of their 3D V-NAND 
flash in the summer of 2014.

Fig. 4: Hynix 16 nm NAND flash Si 
channels and STI (Source: TechInsights)

Fig. 5: SK-Hynix 16 nm NAND control 
gate wrap (Source: TechIn sights)

Fig. 6: Micron 16 nm NAND Control Gate 
Wrap (Source: TechInsights)

Fig. 7: Toshiba 15 nm NAND floating gate air 
gaps (Source: TechInsights)

Fig. 8: Samsung 16 nm NAND floating 
gate air gaps (Source: TechInsights).

Fig. 9: Micron 16 nm NAND bitline air gaps 
(Source: TechInsights).
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Ceo interview

Cadence is about enablement, collaboration
By Peter Clarke

EDA companies are being asked to 
provide expertise from the circuit to 
the system-level observes Lip-Bu 

Tan, CEO of EDA software vendor  
Cadence Design Systems Inc. Cover-
ing such a breadth of endeavour requires 
finding the right levels of engagement and 
collaboration, Tan said in an interview with 
EE Times Europe. 

The demands placed on EDA compa-
nies can also be viewed as spanning from 
the atomic scale of transistors up to the 
global scale of the Internet of Things and 
satellite communications. It can’t get much 
broader than that but Tan reckons that 
no EDA company is doing a better job of 
meeting them than Cadence. 

The company offers expertise at three identifiable levels; core 
EDA tools for IC design, design tool sets such as Allegro and 
OrCAD for PCBs and on to sub-system design with IP blocks. 
The ideal is to have the three levels merge as a continuum to 
allow design ideas to move from the “napkin” system down to 
the detailed layout of billions of transistors and back up to the 
working system with software running on hardware – faultlessly.

In 2013 Tan said his company would be moving up to ad-
dress system and software issues. This was said in an interview 
at that year’s Cadence Live Europe user conference, held in  
Munich, Germany. A couple of years later at the IMEC Tech-
nology Forum held in Brussels, Belgium, EE Times Europe 
challenged the Cadence CEO that further movement towards 
system-level support is not that evident. 

Tan’s response is that 40 percent of Cadence’s revenue came 
from systems companies in 2014. In that year Cadence took in 
$1.581 billion in revenue and a made a net profit of $159 million. 
And in March 2013 Cadence started to become a significant 
force as an IP core provider with the acquisition of data-plane 
processor company Tensilica Inc.

Tensilica provides configurable and extensible processors 
along with processors optimized for audio, baseband, imag-
ing that come with the software to meet various standards and 
protocols. Although there is no proprietary operating system 
offering from Cadence it does support third-party operating  

systems such as ThreadX from  
Express Logic, uC/OS II from Micrium, 
Nucleus Plus from Mentor Graphics, 
and ROSES from Tata Elxsi. Many 
engineers prefer to work with an 
open-source operating system such 
as Linux. 

Tan also points out that the Sigrity 
acquisition, which dates back to 2012, 
brought with it system-level power and 
thermal design analysis capability.

And in 2014 Cadence acquired 
Forte Design Systems, the vendor 
of Cynthesi-zer, a SystemC-based 
behavioural synthesis tool that enables 
design creation at the higher level of 
abstraction and nudging into parti-

tioning decisions as to what functionality should be done in 
hardware and what in software. 

Enable without competing 
“There is a lot of open source software out there and we often 
deal with companies where software is their added value. For 
example, in medical or automotive this is very specialist soft-
ware. We want to help with what’s called ‘bare metal’ software 
but we don’t want to get into applications. Meanwhile our IP 
business is growing rapidly.”

Market researcher Gartner takes a different view. Gartner’s 
annual IP core ranking lists Cadence IP core revenues in 2014 
at $125.8 million, flat compared with 2013.

Without commenting on Gartner’s information Tan said:  
“Our IP business was 11 percent of revenue in 2014.” 

That puts Cadence’s IP business revenue at about $175 mil-
lion and supports the strong growth claim. It wouldn’t change 
Cadence’s fourth position ranking and the fact that EDA rival 
Synopsys has a larger IP business. Gartner reckons Synopsys 
IP business was worth $371.1 million in 2014.”Our [IP core] 
booking is strong and we are conservative with how we recog-
nize IP revenue,” said Tan. “And on the processor side we have 
teamed up with ARM.” 

In March 2015, Cadence and ARM expanded their partner-
ship with the signing of a multiyear IP agreement that grants 
access to each other’s IP portfolios. As such Cadence-ARM 
can together provide a comprehensive set of circuit blocks. 
There are still some areas where Cadence could expand its IP 
business, Tan said. “We are looking at the various pieces but 
we mustn’t compete with a customer like ARM.” 

But a non-compete policy also marks out a number of areas 
where Cadence is choosing not to take its business. “We have 
no intention of going into graphics,” said Tan. But it is not clear 
that ARM feels any such inhibition to limit its IP provision. 

ARM already offers processors and graphics and the com-
pany recently moved into radio. It created its Cordio portfolio 
of Bluetooth radio IP based around its acquisition of two US 
companies Wicentric Inc. and Sunrise Micro Devices Inc. 

“You always have some overlap but in partnership as long as 
you are open these things can be worked around,” said Tan.Cadence’s three strands of EDA enablement cover the IC, the 

board and boxes. Source: Cadence, IMEC Technology Forum.

Lip-Bu Tan, CEO of EDA software vendor 
Cadence Design Systems Inc.
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Imec looks forward to life after FinFET
By Graham Prophet

Imec is presenting concepts for successors to 
FinFET, for fabrication geometries of 7nm and 
beyond, at the VLSI Technology Symposium 

2015
At the VLSI 2015 Symposium in Kyoto (Japan), 

imec has reported new results on nanowire FETs 
and quantum-well FinFETs towards post-FinFET 
multi-gate device solutions.

As the major portion of the industry adopts 
FinFETs as the “workhorse” transistor for 16nm 
and 14nm, researchers worldwide are looking into the limits of 
FinFETs and potential device solutions for the 7nm node and 

beyond. Two approaches, namely Gate-All-
Around Nanowire (GAA NW) FETs, which offer 
significantly better short-channel electrostatics, 
and quantum-well FinFETs (with SiGe, Ge, or III-
V channels), which achieve high carrier mobility, 
are promising options.

For the first time, imec demonstrated the 
integration of these novel device architectures 
with state-of-the-art technology modules such 
as Replacement-Metal-Gate High-k (RMG-HK) 

and Self (Spacer)-Aligned Double-Patterned (SADP) dense fin 
structures. By building upon today’s advanced FinFET technolo-

Memory IP and going below 28nm
Memory and memory interfaces are part of Cadence’s IP, 
courtesy of the acquisition of Denali Software but that does not 
mean Cadence expects to do basic research in non-volatile 
memory technologies, even though there is a technology gap to 
be filled at the 28nm logic node.

“The carbon nanotube memory looks interesting, but does it 
have mainstream foundry support?” asked Tan, referring to the 
carbon nanotube based non-volatile memory technology being 
developed by Nantero Inc. (Woburn, Mass.). “If it became an 
industry standard we would support it.”

Tan said that in terms of process miniaturization there is a 
clear divergence going on between Cadence customers that 
want to go down to 10nm and beyond and others that are con-
tent to work at 28nm or higher nodes.

“That’s why 28nm is going to be a long-lived node. And 
that’s because 16/14nm may not bring any cost gains. The only 
reason to move down to these lower nodes is performance,” 
said Tan. “Video and graphics push performance and so will 
move down; mixed-signal can stay with 28nm.”

Tan said he does have customers pushing for 16/14nm pro-
cess and 10nm. “We are working on 10nm and 7nm. We need 
to be there.” The wave of complexity that this will bring was one 
of the reasons that Cadence undertook a major rewrite of its IC 
tools to equip them for massive parallel processing. This means 
they are able to scale to meet the challenge of leading edge 
design with billions of transistors.

But collaborative design is also fundamental to getting work-
ing chips at reasonable yield at these advanced nodes, said 
Tan. Part of that is in terms of reducing cost by sharing engi-
neering. Often that involves a four-source team drawn from the 
customer, the EDA vendor, the IP provider and the foundry. 

That might typically be the customer plus, ARM, Cadence 
and TSMC although many other combinations are also possible 
and have to be supported. One implication is that not all pos-
sible combinations can be supported. 

automotive on the move
One result of the changing landscape is that automotive IC de-
sign, generally thought of being mixed-signal and conservative 
because of the need to meet robustness and reliability issues 
is moving down through the nodes faster than before to 40nm, 
where embedded non-volatile memory is available, to 28nm and 

even on to 16nm FinFET designs.
This is partly because of the increasing infotainment content 

in the relatively benign cabin environment of the automobile, 
but particularly because of the phase of rapid design for ADAS 
(automotive driver assistance systems) that is now going on. 
These ADAS designs are dominated by video and graphical 
information flows and require high-performance processing to 
make decisions rapidly, said Tan.

whither fDSOI?
Does fully-depleted silicon on insulator (FDSOI), an alternative 
manufacturing style to the FinFET that uses simpler manufac-
turing on SOI wafers, have a place to play in the chip making 
universe? FDSOI has not been embraced by two of the largest 
chip manufacturers Intel and TSMC, although Samsung has 
agreed to be volume manufacturer for developer of the FDSOI 
process STMicroelectronics.

“There is some merit to FDSOI in terms of power. At 
28nm/20nm some customers are using FDSOI for some special 
circuits. It is also being looked at for RF,” said Tan. “We have 
worked with STMicroelectronics and the tools are ready,” said 
Tan. “We follow where the customer goes,” Tan said.

The overall message from Lip-Bu Tan is that while a move up 
to the system level may not be completely apparent, it is hap-
pening. “We call it system design enablement,” said Tan. At the 
same time the company is spanning an ever-broader range of 
complexity from nanoscale physics to 4G and 5G communica-
tions protocols and to do so must engage in even higher levels 
of collaboration.

The Cadence IP factory covers the three vital ingredients 
of digital systems, processors, memory, and I/O. Source: 
Cadence, IMEC Technology Forum.
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Smart shirt adorns IoT efforts 
By Rick Merritt

a smart T-shirt with removable electronics stole the lime-
light at the annual ITF event in Brussels. Separately, the 
Imec institute that hosted the event and its affiliate the 

Holst Center in the Netherlands launched an Internet of Things 
research program and a low-power air quality sensor as its first 
licensable product.

The T-shirt is the latest of several wearable products devel-
oped by researchers at Imec and Holst. Their related Intuitive 
Internet of Things program focuses on small, cheap, low power 
sensing and connectivity products often packed into a single 
chip.

The T-shirt uses flexible conductive silver traces to link 
electrocardiogram (ECG) sensors to control 
electronics packaged into a board the size 
of an SD card. The card can be removed so 
the short can be washed.

The card is based on a so-called MU-
SEIC SoC from Imec. The 180 nm chip 
includes an analog front end and ECG, EEG 
and galvanic skin response sensors as well 
as an Arm Cortex M0 processor. It is a fol-
low on to a multi-sensor SoC Imec designed 
for Samsung’s Simband.

The card weighs 7 grams, including a 
button-cell battery and uses an off-the-shelf 
Bluetooth LE chip to stream body data to 
a smartphone and from there to the cloud. 
Imec sees uses for the T-shirt that range 
from sports training to health care.

“We want to extend the functionality of 
smart garments and deliver medical-grade 
data through looser, everyday clothes,” said 
Ruben de Francisco, a program manager for 
wearable health products at Imec and Holst.

The shirt is designed as a platform to 
which OEMs could add sensors such as 
ones tracking breath rate or dehydration. 
LED indicators or haptics could also be 
added to give feedback to users. The shirt 
is designed to be compatible with existing 
textile production processes.

Separately, Imec and Holst announced a new IoT program. 
It will develop and deploy demonstrations of sensor networks 
that combine data from multiple sensors and cloud services to 
suggest meaningful actions. Core technologies for the program 
include heterogeneous networking, data fusion and light weight 
security and authentication.

As a first step, Imec and Holst developed a small nitrogen 
dioxide (NO2) sensor measuring less than 10 parts per billion 
while drawing mW-level power and is made in a GaN process. 
The Aireas outdoor air quality network in Eindhoven, Nether-
lands has been using the sensors since May, checking air qual-
ity, particularly during traffic rush hour.

Imec and Holst are deploying a similar 
network inside the Holst Centre building 
in Eindhoven, providing live data over the 
Internet. It will use commercial temperature, 
humidity and CO2 sensors in addition to their 
proprietary NO2 sensor. In the future, they 
will add other proprietary sensors for CO2, 
volatile organic compounds, ozone, and 
particle matter.

The new sensors are designed to replace 
current gas sensors that are too large in size 
or high in power consumption and cost to 
be deployed on a large scale.

To get to a forecasted $80 billion market 
for wearables by 2020, devices “will have 
to fade into the background,” said Luc 

Van den Hov, chief executive of Imec in a 
keynote here. As for IoT, “current sensor 
platforms collect data but intuitive networks 
will have more intelligence to interpret data 
[from multiple sensors] with algorithms for 
data fusion,” he said.

“Data fusion methodology and advanced 
algorithms enable us to combine data from 
different sensors such as temperature, sev-
eral gasses, humidity, human presence de-
tection and to derive contextual knowledge,” 
said Kathleen Philips, director of Imec’s IoT 
program, speaking in a press statement.

gies, the work shows how post-FinFET devices can emerge, 
highlighting both new opportunities as well as complexities to 
overcome.

Imec and its technology research partners demonstrated 
SiGe-channel devices with RMG-HK integration. Besides SiGe 
FinFET, a unique GAA SiGe nanowire channel formation dur-
ing the gate replacement process has been demonstrated. 
The novel CMOS-compatible process converts fin channels 
to nanowires by sacrificial silicon removal during the transistor 
gate formation. The process may even enable future heteroge-
neous co-integration of fins and nanowires, as well as Si and 
SiGe channels. The work also demonstrates that such devices 
and their unique processing can lead to a drastic 2x or more 
improvement in reliability (NBTI) with respect to Si FinFETs.

Moreover, imec demonstrated Si GAA-NW FETs based on 
SOI with RMG-HK. The work compares junction-based and 

junction-less approaches and the role of gate work function 
for multi-Vt implementations. New insights into the improved 
reliability (PBTI) with junction-less nanowire devices have 
been gained. Extending the heterogeneous channel integra-
tion beyond Si and SiGe, imec demonstrated for the first time 
strained-germanium QW FinFETs by a novel Si-fin replacement 
fin technique integrated with SADP process. The research-
ers’ results show that combining a disruptive approach such 
as fin replacement with advanced modules such as SADF-fin, 
RMG-HK, direct-contacts can enable superior QW FinFETs. The 
devices set the record for published strained Ge pMOS devices, 
outperforming by at least 40% in drive current at matched 
off-currents. Imec’s research into advanced logic scaling is 
performed in cooperation with imec’s key partners in its core 
CMOS programs including Globalfoundries, Intel, Micron, Pana-
sonic, Samsung, SK hynix, Sony and TSMC.

The Imec/Holst smart shirt puts 
electronics in a removable SD card that 
slots into plastic pouch linked to flexible 
interconnects and sensors.

The new air quality sensor from Imec 
and Holst is made in a GaN process.
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Automotive

Future urban mobility: multi-modal and eco-friendly 
By Christoph Hammerschmidt

How can tomorrow’s urban mobility look like? Besides 
alternative vehicle concepts, software solutions and 
mobility schemes, a thorough analysis of infrastructures 

and business models will add up to the individual mobility of the 
next decades. Besides discussing the ingredients of next-gen 
mobility, at a symposium in Karlsruhe (Germany), the scientists 
introduced an electric vehicle optimised for power efficiency 
and simplicity. 

Urban mobility is facing multiple challenges. The ever-
increasing traffic volume creates traffic congestions, environ-
mental and health burdens and an accelerating trend towards 
urbanisation. Against this background the innovation cluster 
“Regional Eco Mobility 2030” (REM 2030) investigated ways to 
make future traffic more effec-
tive and at the same time more 
sustainable. REM represents 
three institutes of the Karlsruhe 
Institute of Technology (KIT) as 
well as four Fraunhofer Insti-
tutes with focus on system and 
innovation research, chemical 
technology, optical system and 
image processing as well as 
materials research. 

The hardware developed 
within the REM 2030 cluster 
activity focuses on the reduction 
of local emissions in the first place. Towards this end, the scien-
tists developed a vehicle concept with zero local emissions that 
at the same time is optimised for urban mobility. The vehicle is 
designed around an energy-optimised powertrain. The perma-
nently excited synchronous motor with single-toothed winding 
has been designed for maximum power density and efficiency. 
It achieves a torque of up to 90 Nm and a permanent power of 
70 kW, which is transferred to the front axle through a two-gear 
transmission and an open differential gear. 

The concept intentionally does away with very sophisticated 
components, thus effectively reducing material cost. A metha-

nol fuel cell serves as range extender, ensuring a driving range 
of more than 200 km (130 mi). Since the methanol is generated 
through a biomass reactor and the entire concept uses electric 
energy from renewable sources, the overall emissions are very 
low, explained project manager Lars Fredrik Berg. 

Besides the motor and transmission, the REM 2030 team 
developed a high-performance lithium-ion battery with a capac-
ity of 11.8 kWh, a power electronics unit that includes a DC/
DC converter and the associated peripheral circuitry, a thermal 
module to keep the temperature of battery and passenger com-
partment in the comfort zone and a tank for the methanol water 
mixture. 

But the vehicle hardware is just one building block of the 
entire project. “Our mobility 
approach includes three vehicle 
concepts: electric bicycles for 
short distances, minicars for 
cities and conventional vehicles 
for larger distances,” says 
Martin Wietschel who oversees 
the business segment energy 
economy at Fraunhofer ISI. To 
improve the acceptance and 
user usability of the concept, 
all building blocks need to be 
closely intertwined and integra-
ted to the public transportation 

system and car sharing offerings. Only an intelligent, software-
supported internetworking concept can motivate the users to 
accept and combine these mobility systems.

The research however unveiled shortcomings and lack of 
user acceptance. The latter gyrated around the fact the target 
group could not be convinced that electric vehicles are more 
environmentally sound than conventional ones. 

The researchers conclude that urban individual mobility in 
the future will greatly depend on multiple factors - technology 
innovation, intelligent application design, economical efficiency 
and stronger consideration of user needs. 

Merck starts building 30m euro German OLED production plant
By Paul Buckley

Merck has begun construction of a new OLED materials 
production plant in Darmstadt, Ger-
many. The plant will produce high-

purity OLED materials for state-of-the-art 
displays and lighting systems is scheduled 
to start in the 2,000 square meter building in 
July 2016.

The investment of 30 million euros 
strengthens Merck’s position in the OLED 
business. Merck is aiming to be a leading 
supplier of OLED materials by 2018. The company wishes to 
make use of its experience in the liquid crystals business, where 
it is the global leader.

“The new OLED production plant is one of the largest single 
investments that Merck has made at the 
Darmstadt site in recent years. It reflects 
the absolute highest technical standards,” 
said Bernd Reckmann, Member of the Ex-
ecutive Board of Merck. “OLED technology 
has the potential to become the technology 
of the future for displays and lighting. We 
invested significant sums in this technology 
at an early stage. The new production plant 

is thus another important link in this chain”. 
Merck is cooperating with the Japanese printing technology 

specialist Seiko Epson on printable displays for OLED screens. 
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miCrowAves

RF power transistors to reach consumers’ dishes
By Julien Happich

while RF power 
transistors 
have been 

typically reserved for 
telecom infrastructures 
and other demanding 
industrial applications, 
Freescale Semiconduc-
tor hopes to expand its 
solid state offering to 
the comparatively much 
larger consumer market 
through the development 
of low-cost RF power 
transistors specifically 
aimed at a new genera-
tion of smart microwave 
ovens.

Over the last few 
years, the company has 
been stealthily wor-
king with Israeli startup 
Goji Solutions to help 
it develop a new oven 
concept based on so-called Volumetric Cooking, whereby an 
array of RF amplifiers and antennas are controlled in phase, fre-
quency and amplitude for a spatially-controlled energy delivery 
within the oven’s cavity (through sequenced beam forming).

“Depending on which parameters you choose, you can 
play on the different resonance modes and direct the energy 
precisely”, told us Jean-Claude Loirat, Director of RF operations 
at Freescale and lead researcher at the company’s RF labs in 
Toulouse who provided the silicon.

Although beam forming is nothing new, the novelty here are 
Goji’s unique Adaptive Volumetric Energy Delivery (AVED) algo-
rithms developed to precisely drive the energy delivery to the 
different types of food placed within the oven, while using signal 
processing to sense the different RF absorption and resonance 
levels within the cavity and adjust the cooking parameters in 
real time.

This could revolutionize cooking and meal preparation in 
general, since all the raw ingredients of a complete meal (say 
fresh or frozen fish, vegetables, potatoes, and bread dough) can 
all be placed on the same dish, yet be individually cooked in 
one single pass, each receiving just what it needs of RF energy 
to reach the right temperature profiles for the optimum result.

Because the RF feedback loop analyses the microwave 
interactions with the proteins, carbohydrates, and lipids within 
the food, the oven is able to constantly and spatially adjust RF 
energy delivery to prevent overcooking. This even works across 
complex food structures such as multi-layered cakes, avoiding 
the melting of any of the layers. 

Of course, Goji’s secret recipes lay in the algorithms and the 
empirical data it gathered while experimenting with different 
heating profiles, working with nutritionists and chefs to ensure 
they struck the right energy balance for a tasty meal. 

The startup will also leverage its know-how by developing 
consumer-level smart recipe applications. Later the oven could 

access a virtually unli-
mited library of recipes, 
learn new cooking meth-
ods within online social 
communities or adapt 
to consumer cooking 
preferences, and add 
and store recipes in 
real-time.

Other benefits over 
the traditional magne-
tron-based microwaves 
include a much better 
energy efficiency (it is 
only delivered where 
needed), and a much 
higher reliability and 
stability by design (using 
solid state transistors).

“The business 
model that we hope 
will develop around this 
disruptive oven concept 
is that consumers would 

order raw food (pre-plated or not through a logistic chain) and 
the internet-connected oven would collect the data during the 
order to pre-configure itself”, said Loirat, “A small interface 
could also let the user define his/her cooking preferences (rare 
or medium-rare etc...)”.

“In the case of large professional ovens, say for collectivities, 
you could envisage to have several rows of dishes where the 
meat would be cooked for different tastes, all in one pass”, he 
added. 

For Freescale, shipping RF power transistors to such a po-
tentially large market would be an incredible boon, and already 
in discussion with several OEMs, the company has put together 
a reference design to help them take the new concept rapidly to 
market. It comes with either two of four antennas, tied to either 
500W or 250W RF power transistors. These could operate at 
900MHz or 2.4GHz.  

“This is a consumer market due to take-off soon, and with 
our SAGE oven reference design, we want to initiate a fast 
adoption to displace today’s inefficient magnetron-based micro-
waves”, Loirat explained. 

“But in order to do so, we need to develop RF power transis-
tors on a similar price range as today’s 2.4GHz magnetrons, or 
at least within the same order of magnitude”, he added, saying 
that in Freescale’s RF labs, his team had already started the 
necessary R&D to address this high volume market in a cost-
effective manner. “Parts developed for the consumer market 
would not have the same packaging and reliability requirements 
as for industrial or telecom applications” he clarified.

Loirat is confident Freescale will play a leading role, should 
this market develop. 

“First, because we started early on this development and we 
already have some products specifically tailored for this appli-
cation, and secondly because we already hold 60% of the tele-
coms market and are very capable to deliver in high-volumes.
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Wearables get their own MEMS
By R. Colin Johnson

Ultra-low power followed by ultra-small size are the two 
most important aspects of microelectromechanical sys-
tem (MEMS) sensors used in wearables. MEMS manu-

facturer mCube Inc. (San Jose, California) discovered this in its 
research and has set out to meet that not-so-tiny goal. 

Since mCube already had the industry’s smallest 
MEMS+CMOS die at 1-by-1 millimeters — allowing room for 
larger batteries in wearables — they decided to concentrate on 
technologies that would help extend the battery life of fitness, 
health monitoring and activity tracking wearables from hours or 
days, to weeks or months, according to chief executive officer 
(CEO) of mCube, Ben Lee.

“In a nutshell we already make the world’s smallest accel-
erometer — a 1-by-1 die in a 2-by-2 package,” Lee told EE 
Times in advance of their wearables announcement. “And we 
wanted to be the first to design an accelerometer specifically for 
the wearables market, so we redesigned our ASIC to fulfil their 
needs.”

As an example, Lee described how their wearable MEMS 
chips saves power for a Bluetooth headset. When you set it 
down it goes into “sniff” activity-mode, which consumes only 
0.6 microAmps by only sampling the ac-
celerometer often enough to sense it being 
picked back up. 

When the user does pick it back up, 
mCube’s redesigned ASIC is fast enough 
to turn the headset back on and pair 
before the user even has it in their ear, ac-
cording to Lee.

In fact, mCube has designed into its 
new ASIC three low-power modes for dif-
ferent functions — sniff at 0.6 microAmps, 
single-sample mode at 0.9 microAmps and 
a 25Hz sample rate, and a 4.7 microAmps 
mode with a 50Hz sample rate and full 
operation. 

It also allows the designer to adjust the 
sample rate from between 0.4-and-400 
Hz as well as adjust its resolution for 8-, 
10- or 12- bits (with a 32-sample first-in 
first-out, FIFO, buffer) or at 14-bits for 
single samples, giving wearable designers 
a full spectrum of options for saving the 
maximum amount of power while meeting 
the specifications of their application, thus 
extending the battery life of the wearable, 
according to mCube.

How does it work?
The way mCube achieves its 1-by-1 
millimeter die size is by using a special 
8-inch wafer fabrication facility at Taiwan 
Semiconductor Manufacturing Company 
Limited (TSMC, Hsinchu, Taiwan) whose 
front-end fabs standard CMOS chips, but 
then switches to MEMS processing steps 
in the middle of the line thereby enabling 

a MEMS+CMOS chip to be created on a single fab line in 3-D 
with normal vias. As a result, there are no bonding wires to 
pick up RF interference or come loose, and much less parasitic 
capacitance than with the usual two-die solution, according to 
mCube.

As the self-proclaimed maker of the world’s only mono-
lithic MEMS+CMOS single-chip sensors, 
mCube offers accelerometers, magnetom-
eters and soft gyroscopes (combining its 
accelerometer chip with an Alps mag-
netometer) and holds a portfolio of 122 
patents filed, and 48 granted, to prevent 
copy-cats from following their example. 

So far, it has shipped 100 million of 
these MEMS devices into the smartphone 
and tablet market. And it hopes its newly 
redesigned ultra-low-power MEMS chips 
will capture an equally significant portion 
of the emerging wearables market.

At its introduction, the first member of 
the MC3600 family of ultra-low-power iner-
tial sensors for wearables — the MC3610 
three-axis accelerometer in 2-by-2-by-.94 
millimeter 12-pin package — will also be 
available on a fast-start prototyping board 
— the EV3610A. 

Today the MC3610 is in sampling, but 
will be in mass production by the end 
of the year. Also later this year, mCube 
promises to introduce new members of 
the family, assumedly an ultra-low-power 
software gyro and magnetometer. All parts 
and boards will be available from Mouser.

Funding of $37 million in its last Series 
C round was provided by Kleiner, Perkins, 
Caufield and Byers (Menlo Park, Califor-
nia), DAG Ventures (Palo Alto, California) iD 
Ventures America Inc. (Palo Alto, Califor-
nia), Keytone Ventures (Beijing), Korea 
Investment Partners (Seoul), MediaTek 
Inc. (Hsinchu, Taiwan) and SK Telecom 
Ventures (Seoul).

The mCube die (left) only uses six wire bonds from the chip to 
the pad of the package, but competitors use from 20 (right) to 
21 (middle) thus increasing RF-interference, which degrades 
signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) as well as make the chip less 
reliable when wire bonds come loose after dropping a device. 
(Source: mCube)

The mCube process first fabricates a 
complementary metal oxide semiconductor 
(CMOS) application specific circuit (ASIC) 
on the bottom, then grows the mechanical 
MEMS material atop the CMOS, then (top) 
etches high-aspect-ratio bars perforated 
by three micron vias for the accelerometer. 
(Source: mCube) 
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exeCutive interview

“We spend 50 percent of development 
costs on a product after launch”
By Christoph Hammerschmidt

5G, IoT, smartphone security and more: Future technology 
generations pose increasing challenges to the measure-
ment equipment for development and production engi-

neers. Roland Steffen, Head of the Test and Measurement Divi-
sion and Executive Vice President of test equipment provider 
Rohde & Schwarz explains how the company prepares for these 
challenges. 

EETimes Europe: 5G wireless communications technologies 
represent an important emerging topic in today’s market envi-
ronment. How does Rohde & Schwarz see this development, 
and what new worlds of application does it open up? How is 
Rohde & Schwarz preparing for 5G?

Roland Steffen: Naturally everything is expected to be much 
better with each new generation of wireless communications. 
5G mobile communications is currently more in the marketing 
phase than the technology phase, and it is still unclear what 
direction it will take. The technology is about data rates and 
bandwidths. Another important topic is latency. This means 
reaction times should be as short as possible. 

But all this will be a gradual development process. Probably, 
mobile network operators will first improve their established 
networks. They will optimize frequency use and then gradually 
work their way toward higher frequencies. There is currently a 
lot of talk about 60 GHz. But that is for indoor applications, as 
such frequencies have a very limited range. Outdoors, we will 
likely be dealing with 20 GHz or 40 GHz, depending on which 
frequencies the regulator makes available. 60 GHz is more 
likely to be the last phase of development. There is still a lot of 
research and development to be done in this area. 

EETE: 5G will also enable new network structures, and con-
nections won’t necessarily be organized hierarchically. More 
importantly, it will be possible to form ad hoc networks.  
What is it about?

RS: At Rohde & Schwarz, we are concentrating on the air 
interface, but the challenges of 5G are behind the base sta-
tions. These networks will transmit massive quantities of data 
that have to be processed. That is why there will be a very well 
networked system behind the base stations. As far as the tech-
nology is concerned, the antennas will certainly be an issue at 
higher frequencies. There is currently a discussion about MIMO 
(multiple input, multiple output). Mobile phone manufacturers 
already have several antennas in their devices. The higher the 
frequencies, the smaller you can make the antennas. That takes 
us into the field of massive MIMO and beamforming. 

A mobile phone might have 64 antennas that generate a con-
trolled antenna beam. The antenna would orient itself toward 
the access point based on where the user takes the device. This 
creates new challenges in terms of testing. Up to now there has 
only been one antenna and one antenna cable and that is where 
the tester is connected. It is unclear what this would look like 
with 64 antennas. 

EETE:: How could it look from a technical perspective? 

RS: Such devices are currently measured with a robotic arm 
that moves along the antenna beam. That is very time consu-
ming. You can of course pack a large number of sensors into 
a test chamber, but that is no less expensive. If you have a 
spherical test setup, then you need the same number of recei-
vers as sensors. Plus there are many challenges in production, 
development and research. In the research phase there is no 
time pressure when taking measurements so you might be able 
to afford a robotic arm, but it’s a different story in production. 

EETE:: In addition to 5G, one of the most prominent current 
trends in radiocommunications is the Internet of Things (IoT), 
which frequently runs via wireless connections and will require 
new wireless communications standards. How does this impact 
your business? Does it open up new business opportunities for 
you?

RS: Considering that there are more machines than people 
on this planet, IoT should actually boost our business. How-
ever, the modules that are to be used for this are often based 
on technologies that are already available. GSM, for example, 
is still very widespread. IoT applications typically communicate 
only limited data volumes at low data rates. Smart meters are 
a good example. They transmit the status of electricity meters 
every once in a while, and a few bytes suffices. This also ap-
plies to vending machines that report when they need to be 
restocked. That also doesn’t require large data volumes. Today, 
the Internet of Things consists mostly of applications that ope-

Roland Steffen, Head of the Test and Measurement Division 
and Executive Vice President at Rohde & Schwarz.
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rate occasionally and tend to transmit small data volumes. 

EETE:: There are special networks for this, such as Sigfox.

RS: Many services that currently feature proprietary wireless 
technology will be implemented with 5G in the future. Mass pro-
duction makes powerful platforms very affordable; proprietary 
technology is always costly. That is why applications with direct 
connections between user devices could be better implemented 
with LTE in the future. The standard already provides for this; 
but it is not well supported by network operators. The automo-
tive industry is also pushing into this field with car to X (C2X) 
applications. 

You need very low latency when security related C2X servic-
es come to the point of being able to transmit to their environ-
ments, for example when a car reports, “Caution, I’m braking”. 
In this case, the car should not have to first establish a connec-
tion with its network operator. The technologies currently under 
development with 5G would be able to do that. But we will have 
to wait to see what the business models look like. 

We expect that more applications will be implemented with 
5G technologies than is possible in mobile communications net-
works today. It remains to be seen, however, how many of these 
functions will ultimately be available in mobile phones. 

From a test and measurement standpoint, it is more of a 
technology issue. We have to handle bandwidths and latencies 
and implement what the standardization bodies specify. 

These are matters of modulation modes and physical levels. 
The physical layer is being redefined, and we naturally have to 
implement this in our products as well. But we already have 
T&M instruments that work at 60 GHz and can generate and 
receive the code. 

Seeing that the market is very small at the moment, every-
thing is still relatively costly. But that will change. A return to 
expensive lab instruments is out of the question for production 
test and measurement equipment. But we have five or six years 
to develop suitable solutions before mass production begins. 

EETE: Rohde & Schwarz has a branch that deals with 
security technology. Could this produce synergies associated 
with IoT? Security, encryption and authentication are also being 
intensely discussed in the IoT world.

RS: There are definitely synergies among our various activi-
ties, but it is not so much a matter of being able to offer a 
“security measurement instrument”. For example, network 
operators have asked us to analyze exactly what smartphones 
apps do. 

Many apps communicate in the background. The question is 
what transmission bandwidths they use and how much network 
capacity they consume. The individual apps are not really co-
ordinated and naturally require a certain transmission capacity. 
Even when only a few bits are transmitted, the need to connect 
and disconnect many times consumes a lot of resources. Net-
work operators need to know what is happening. App behavior 
is also important to IT security personnel. They want to know 
which servers and services these apps connect to and what 
data they transmit. 

The extensive expertise that is compiled in the Rohde & 
Schwarz group of companies has gone into the software in 
our products. It is possible to determine what kind of data a 
mobile phone is currently transmitting and via which servers 
without involving the phone user. There is demand for this on 
the market, for network traffic classification or how to detect 
anomalies, for example. The apps that tax the battery the most 
can be identified. That of course goes beyond the boundaries of 
conventional radiocommunications test equipment. 

EETE: Government security agencies are now combating 
cybercrime. Does this open up new business opportunities for 
you? For instance, detecting apps that install malware without 
users knowing it? 

RS: I don’t want to claim that our instruments will tell you 
that, but they do offer the possibility to view such processes in 
the first place. There are also unmeasurable aspects that play a 
role in analyzing measurement results. For example, the ques-
tion of whether you have a “good” or “bad” server and where it 
is located. We simulate base stations and allow instruments to 
connect to the Internet in order to analyze data traffic. A user 
can assess how little or how much data an app is using and see 
how actively it is transmitting.

EETE: When designing T&M instruments, there is a visible 
trend toward moving control and evaluation logic to intelligent 

exeCutive interview

Taking on the 5G challenge: Millimeter wave measurement 
site from R&S.

Rohde & Schwarz’ Munich-headquarters.
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devices such as computers. This shrinks physical space re-
quirements to fit in small, very handy and transportable devices. 
What is your view on this? 

RS: It is beyond dispute that the computer world has a 
higher speed of innovation than conventional T&M equipment. 
Lab test equipment has a lifespan of seven to ten years. A 
computer lasts two to four. By choosing a solution such as what 
you describe, you can certainly improve the performance and 
lifespan of a test instrument. That makes sense where speed 
and automated processes are concerned, such as in produc-
tion. You can also increase performance by outsourcing certain 
algorithms to a high-performance computer. We extensively 
use solutions like these in the production environment. It’s a 
different story in the mobile field. For example, it is of course 
possible to separate the functions of a battery fed handheld de-
vice into a small test module and a tablet. But then technicians 
would have to carry two devices and handling is less convenient 
than with a conventional device. Our customers tell us that they 
prefer an instrument that includes all required features. That is 
why concepts like these do not play a role in handheld devices. 

EETE: So there will never be a Rohde & Schwarz oscillo-
scope app? 

RS: You should never say never, but at the moment I do not 
believe this is a business case. Of course, it is cool when you 
can operate your tester from a smartphone or tablet, but is it 
practical? We’ve already had the discussion about whether it’s 
practical to voice control a test instrument and have it voice 
report the measurement results. Now imagine a lab with fifteen 
employees, and each of them has a talking tester. And they’re 
all voice reporting at the same time. That may be fun, but I don’t 
see any value for the user. 

EETE: But software is easier to upgrade than hardware. So 
if I have a new test sequence that might require another type of 
analysis, it might be actually easier to implement it with an app 
than by changing my hardware.

RS: No, that isn’t necessarily the case. At Rohde & Schwarz, 
we spend around 50 percent of our development costs on a 
product after it is launched. It’s no longer true that hardware is 
inflexible. Of course, analog hardware in the frontend can only 
do so much, but there are DSPs and FPGAs for analysis, and 
the instruments have built in computers with hard disks. 

We update the software every three months. We offer a 
software option if, for example, a customer wants to work with 
a new wireless communications standard and the instrument 
has the technical prerequisites. You could, of course, call this 
an app, but we stick to the traditional term of software option. 
These options make it possible to custom configure instruments 
without overloading them with expensive features. A product 
can have up to 100 different options over its lifespan. That is a 
key component of our business model. Only those customers 
who need these features have to pay for their development. 

Of course, there are T&M equipment vendors that disclose 
the internal structure of their products to allow customers to de-
velop software. We steer clear of that for a number of reasons. 
On the one hand, support is very costly. On the other hand, we 
think that we can make at least the standard applications better 
and cheaper because we know the instrument much better than 
the customer does. We can also distribute the cost of develop-
ment over many customers. 

EETE: What is your opinion on uploading test analysis to 
the cloud? There are possibilities for evaluating data via cloud 
models: for example, production testing in the semiconductor 
industry. They say that the advantage is better application scal-
ability. 

RS: Our observations tell us that many companies are quite 
cautious about these sorts of offers. Small companies may 
not be able to afford to analyze their measurement results in-
house, but I would be very surprised if a large semiconductor 
manufacturer would let a service provider evaluate its produc-
tion measurement results. All companies carefully protect their 
quality data. That is why I don’t believe that many companies 
would allow their confidential business data to be stored and 
processed by a service provider. 

Then again, what we already have, and what I also believe 
has a future, is networking test instruments and integrating 
them into IT infrastructures. We have our own development da-
tabases for storing results and conducting centralized analysis. 
Remote access to test equipment is also useful for customer 
service. Technologies such as Remote Desktop allow you to 
display the results from a test instrument in Taiwan right in the 
developer’s office. Functions like this are standard today, at 
least when it comes to higher performance T&M equipment. 
However, this usually require a bilateral agreement with cus-
tomers since you are active within their IT network and have to 
transmit data out of it.

Rohde & Schwarz’ Teisnach plant.

Rohde & Schwarz’ Memmingen plant.
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Consumer eleCtroniCs

Startup beats Google’s Ara  
to smartphone modularity
By Julien Happich

back in 2012, even before Google’s project Ara 
was announced with fanfare, Nexpaq’s CEO & 
Co-Founder Lech Alexander Murawski and his 

partners had started tinkering with the idea of spe-
cially developed add-on modules for smartphones, 
which then led them at the beginning of 2013 to ap-
ply for several patents on modular smartphone cases 
enabling cross-platform swappable functionalities. 

Last May, Nexpaq’s Kickstarter campaign con-
solidated the founders’ idea as they collected USD 
279,758, well over five times their initial USD50,000 
goal to put their modular smartphone cases into 
production. 

EETimes Europe caught up with Murawski to get 
his views on the future of modular smartphones and 
how he plans to develop his company. 

“Back in 2012, our first intention was to serve 
the B2B market (think railway maintenance, logis-
tics, sales) with specialized phones back-plates that would 
extend any commercial phone into dedicated tools” explained 
Murawski, “then at the beginning of 2013, we came up with 
the idea of the whole modular smartphone case and applied 
patents for it”.

So you can imagine the company’s surprise when the Ara 
project was announced. 

“We like Google’s Ara project, they picked up very interest-
ing ideas such as the permanent magnets to hold the modules 
in place and using a new MIPI interface (MIPI UniPort-M) to 
interconnect the modules” Murawski says, seeing the project’s 
development as yet another indicator that modularity is defi-
nitely the way to mass customization. 

As for any possible technology overlaps or patent infringe-
ments between Ara and Nexpaq, Murawski puts things straight: 
“We have not found patents concerning Google Ara but it could 
be that some are being reviewed, so we would have to wait a 
year or so before we can access those, and then maybe get in 
touch with Google”.

But apart from the modularity aspect, Nexpaq does things 
very differently. 

“I believe there is room for both concepts, but Google Ara is 
going in the very opposite direction to what happened to the PC 
industry over the last 20 years. Initially, modularity only existed 
at the personal computer level, you could change your mother 
board, add a graphic card, add a sound card, plug-in some pe-
ripherals, then all these components were shrunk and optimized 
into today’s smartphones” notes Murawski. 

“But by splitting the smartphone into different modules, they 
are adding connectors and interfaces and adding complexity, 
so the Ara modular smartphone could never be as optimized as 
today’s commercial smartphones”.

“In fact, I can’t see myself in this Ara ecosystem, with many 
different chipset vendors having to figure out the efficient bridg-
ing between their modules and try to have an overall optimized 
product. Instead we start from already optimized commercial 
smartphones and build our hardware apps on top of them, into 
our modular smartphone cases.” 

Murawski told us that at one of the early Ara developer con-
ferences, he had met several developers willing to swap their 
bulky Ara kits for a Nexpaq developer kit. 

“We are doing the same as Apple did several years ago by 
providing an open infrastructure for millions of developers to 
build apps”, continued Murawski.

“We are not locking anyone in, but we want to have a cen-
tralized hardware and app store and provide the physical specs 
with the right physical tolerances to ensure all modules using 
our brand are compatible with the smartphone modular cases 
we develop”.

Similar to Apple, the company could strike manufacturing 
deals, with quality audits, special hardware tests and software 
quality controls. Nexpaq is already offering twelve modules 
developed in-house, namely a battery extension, a breathalizer, 
amplified speakers, temperature and humidity sensors, a LED 
flashlight, an SD card reader, a USB flash key, hotkeys that can 
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act as remotes, an air quality analyser, a 64Gb memory backup, 
and a laser pointer. It is also working with third party experts to 
develop more specialized modules where special accreditations 
may be required (think medical, banking, law enforcement). But 
the big plan of course is to build a modular ecosystem and a 
hardware app store to bring users and developers together and 
foment innovation, for potentially thousands of different swap-
pable modules to be brought to market.

As your smartphone is sled into the modular case, the 
nexpaq exoskeleton connects not only via Lightning with the 
iPhone or Micro USB for Android smartphones, but also with 
Bluetooth. This means it could also be used as a remote for 
some applications. Six modules can be plugged-in at any given 
time, and as users swap in a new module, the Nexpaq app 
automatically updates.

During its Kickstarter campaign, Nexpaq polled its backers 
to know for which smartphones they should make the casing 
shells, but all the exoskeletons share the same module foot-
prints, so in effect, the modules are compatible between iOS 
and Android smartphones and could work across multiple gen-
erations of phones (as long as Nexpaq provides the appropriate 
shell). This makes the modules truly swappable across users.

“Nexpaq will have multiple revenue streams. First we are de-
veloping the hardware and selling it, but in a second phase, as 
our hardware app store develops, we’ll make less money from 
the hardware itself but more from the data these modules will 
generate”, explained Murawski. 

“Since we’ll be offering the cloud infrastructure for the 
Nexpaq apps, we’ll be monitoring the data, and we could work 
more as a data broker enabling new data-derived services. Of 
course, Privacy is our priority number one, and if some users 
don’t want to share their data, they own it and we wouldn’t ac-
cess it”, clarified the CEO.

The company started with smartphones as the core engine, 
but far out on its roadmap, it envisages that the standardized 
modules could plug into other purpose-made casings. Nexpaq 
would only need to identify someone else’s commercial success 
to piggy-back its modules thanks to a new modular case.

One obvious example would be to adapt the concept to 
tablets, but this could be extended to home monitoring hubs 
or even wearables, all sharing the same modules and the same 
cloud infrastructure.
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semi pACkAging teCh

Wafer-level packaging is not enough,  
say OSATS
By Julien Happich

Gathering a crowd of IC packaging and semiconductor 
processing experts in Vila do Conde, Portugal, Europe-
an’s largest provider of Outsourced Semiconductor As-

sembly and Test Services (OSATS) Nanium 
S.A. hosted this year’s SEMI Packaging 
Tech Seminar at its headquarters, conclu-
ding the keynote sessions with a fab tour.

The focus of the discussions there was 
on large format fan-out packaging, or the 
necessity that OSATS felt, under yield and 
packaging cost pressures, to move from 
Fan-Out Wafer-Level-Packaging (FO-WLP) 
to Fan-Out Panel-Level-Packaging (FO-
PLP).

First highlighting the market drivers 
for FO-WLP, TechSearch International’s 
president E. Jan Vardaman pointed out how 
year-on-year mobile devices got thinner and 
thinner by adopting an increasing number 
of wafer level packages for their electronic 
content. She illustrated this with seven gen-
erations of iPhones, thinning from around 
12mm to 7mm while increasing their WLP 
content from 2 dies to over 26 dies.

The conventional WLPs trends, she said, 
include higher I/O counts and larger dies. 
And together with shrinking geometries, the 
number of I/Os per die dramatically in-
creased over the years from a few dozens to 
well over 400, calling for multi-die packages 
or a move to larger FO-WLP where the I/Os 
can be distributed not only underneath the 
die but at the package’s periphery (like extra 
margins surrounding the die). 

Typically, FO-WLP benefit from the same 
thinness (under 0.4mm) but can integrate 
multiple dies from different technology 
nodes, as well as some passives. Nanium 
offered a good example by moulding 
together two active dies and 10 surface-
mounted passives within a 9x8mm package.

According to TechSearch, FO-WLP could 
reach over 1.8 billion units per year in 2019, 
versus less than 300 million packages 
shipped in 2014. But then, if the trend is to 
continue, the real-estate on reconstituted 
wafers will become the limiting factor for op-
timized larger package integration and cost 
efficiency, since the piece count remains 
limited or is even reduced (as the packages 
grow) on a wafer-like substrate.

As the declining average selling price for 
end products creates further price pres-
sure, it drives OSATS to develop lower cost 

package options too, moving to large area packaging beyond 
today’s wafer sizes. “This is where the wafer fab side, back end 
assembly, and PCB segments are merging” she said. 

Citing a few examples of panel-sized 
FO-WLP R&D efforts up to 610x457mm2, 
Vardaman concluded that panel-based 
processing has a promising future 
despite the numerous technical chal-
lenges it brings with it. These challenges, 
just to name a few, include large panel 
manipulation (new infrastructures mov-
ing the dies from wafer-level process-
ing machines to larger panel-capable 
equipment), die placement accuracy 
across large panels, panel warpage and 
new dispensing processes altogether to 
achieve sufficient molding uniformity and 
planarity.

Some solutions put forward by 
Fraunhofer IZM revolve around so-called 
compression molding, using either a 
mold-first approach or a redistribution 
layer-first approach. In principle, it looks 
fairly simple. A glob of encapsulation 
compound is poured onto the recon-
stituted wafer before it is compressed 
by a panel mould, under vacuum and 
temperature, until it fills all the interstices 
between the dies. 

Fraunhofer IZM’s Deputy Group  
Manager for Assembly and Encapsula-
tion, Tanja Braun discussed her results 
comparing liquid, granular and sheet 
lamination molding compounds. While 
the paste-like liquid compounds may 
require complex dispensing patterns to 
optimize flow, the granular material ex-
hibited the most promising results, as it 
can be distributed nearly homogeneously 
all over the cavity before it melts during 
the compression cycle. It also came out 
as the most economical with no dis-
pensing limitations for large areas (also 
faster to dispense than a paste).

When homogeneously spread, the 
granular material investigated didn’t 
suffer from the flow marks and knit 
lines that liquid compounds yielded 
(regardless of the numerous dispens-
ing patterns investigated). The lab then 
went on to mold 250μm thin dies on 
610x457mm2 panels (24”x18”) with a 
mold thickness of 450μm, concluding 
that although FO-PLP is feasible, there is 
no simple upscaling of technologies from 

Fig. 1: iPhone Trends: Increasing Number of 
WLPs. Source: TechSearch International.

Fig. 2: Nanium’s multiple die Fan-Out 
package integration with passives.

Fig. 3: Fraunhofer IZM’s molding process, 
relying on Apic Yamada’s LPM-600 manual 
(semi-auto) molding system (for panels up 
to 670x620mm²).
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WL to PL, and new materials will have to be 
developed in combination with new pro-
cesses before it can be adopted in volume. 
Yet, research efforts may be paying back 
fairly quickly, since moving to large FO-PLP 
may induce a packaging cost reduction 
ran-ging from 20 to 30%, according to the 
researcher.

Rudolph Technologies’ Applications 
Manager of the Lithography System Group, 
Roger McCleary was more optimistic about 
the FO-PLP roadmap, hinting that his 
company would be ready to support pre-
production of large panels as early as 2016, 
for a full production equipment readiness by 
2017 in terms of redistribution layer lithog-
raphy and the necessary metrology and 
compensation measures to handle warpage 
over 5mm.

“There is no long term visibility in the 
semiconductor back-end industry, yet we 
expect Fan-Out packages to grow signifi-
cantly”, he said, adding that as the pack-
ages get larger, they’ll reduce the piece 
count on traditional wafers and will push 
manufacturers to move to larger substrates 
if they are to achieve a lower cost per package.

McCleary expects the company’s third generation of Jet-
Step lithography equipment to handle panels as large as 
650x550mm² (five times the area of a 300mm wafer), delivering 
a two-fold productivity gain versus 300mm wafer processing on 
its Stepper. He cited an estimated throughput of 107,113 dies 
per hour versus today’s 42,504 dies per hour. 

Chris Jones, Manager PVD Product Management at SPTS 
was less upbeat about FO-PLP. 

“2.5 and 3D die integration in high bandwidth packages is 

happening now, but when will it move into 
broader markets?” he asked. “It’s all about 
cost, so could FO-WLP fill the gap?” 

Jones unveiled some modifications made 
on the company’s Sigma fxP PVD System 
to handle 200, 300 and 330mm wafers, but 
he was keen to point out the resolution and 
warpage issues of panel-level packaging. 

The final speaker, Kevin Yang, Director 
for Product Management Laser Processing 
at SUSS MicroTec presented his company’s 
large format patterning solutions using UV 
lithography and excimer Laser ablation. 

He acknowledged that although all platforms may coexist, 
the adoption of 450mm wafers was slow, which would probably 
make panel based packaging a faster growing alternative to 
reduce packaging costs. Nevertheless, he raised the question of 
panel standards and infrastructures, what sizes, what materials, 
what processes and equipment? 

He then detailed the specs and promising results obtained 
using the company’s ELP600, a room-sized excimer ablation 
system capable of handling substrates as large as 600x600mm. 

semi pACkAging teCh

Fig. 4: Fraunhofer IZM’s FO-PLP results 
on 610x457mm2 panels.

Fig. 5: A probable FO-WLP roadmap 
(source Yole Développement).

Samsung pledges to boost French tech
By Julien Happich

at a press conference held in Paris, Samsung Electro-
nics’ President and Chief Strategy Officer Young Sohn 
pledged to invest massively in France and help young 

tech entrepreneurs develop new IoT solutions.
The company who recently launched the Artik open IoT 

platform, consolidated its partnership with IoT network provider 
Sigfox by becoming a share holder of the French company. 
Sohn made the announcement shaking hands with Sigfox’ CEO 
Ludovic Le Moan and Anne Lauvergeon, chairwoman of the 
board. 

This was in recognition of Sigfox pioneering the IoT network 
infrastructure at a time when connected objects only had short 
range power-hungry options, and clearly a sign that Samsung 
wants to be part of the data mining rush.

Sohn also announced the opening of a Samsung Strategy & 
Innovation Center in Paris and said the company was commit-
ted to a long term collaboration with the French Tech com-
munity for innovation in IoT, encouraging startups and mature 
industrial partners alike to leverage Samsung’s SmartThings 
Open Cloud together with the Artik IoT modules (which happen 

Left, Samsung Electronics’ President and Chief Strategy 
Officer Young Sohn is praised by French Minister of Economy, 
Finance and Industry Emmanuel Macron.
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to be Sigfox-ready).
Although no specific figures were disclosed, French Minister 

of Economy, Finance and Industry Emmanuel Macron joined 
Sohn on stage to thank him personally.

“Thanks for believing in France and for investing in our 
country”, Macron said, “French tech is getting there and Sam-
sung Ventures’ investments in the French ecosystem is exactly 
what France needs”, he added, insisting that IoT is one of the 
country’s top priorities to accelerate industrial and tech devel-
opment. 

Sohn was particularly keen to highlight the engineering 
talents available in France and emphasized the fact that as a 
large corporation, Samsung’s role wasn’t to swallow smaller 
companies or kill startups before they became competitors, but 
rather to help them grow within the open IoT ecosystem it was 
building.

In 2015, Samsung is committed to spending over 100 mil-
lion US dollars in developer investment (read dev kits and tool 
support for Artik within the SmartThings Open Cloud), and by 
2020, Sohn said 100% of Samsung’s digital appliances would 
be connected. 

Prior to introducing the three Artik modules as the equivalent 
of Sigfox-enabled bare bone smartphone computer platforms, 
Sohn gave us a view of how IoT looked like on the world map, 
browsing through https://thingful.net, a search engine dedicated 
to indexing IoT devices and their data streams across the globe.

Then he zoomed in on the California coast where he admit-
ted, one of his favorite past-times is to go kite-surfing in the 
waves. 

As an example of an innovative way to use IoT in a complete-
ly autonomous manner, Sohn described how (video footage of 
him launching wild aerials over furious seas, my respect for that) 
he had used a drone that automatically tracked his position 
half a mile out thanks to an arm-band tracker he was wearing, 
to constantly focus its camera on the kite-surfer while flying 
autonomously above the sea as a video-recording companion.

All had been setup from existing technology, but the point 
Sohn wanted to make was that with the Artik boards, the super-
computers that Samsung smartphones had become where now 
shrunk to the tiny Artik wirelessly-connected boards ready to 
enable more wearable and IoT innovation.

An open cloud infrastructure and a reliable IoT network will 
become increasingly important to make sense of all the singular 
data points that eventually billions of smart connected devices 
will generate across the globe, he emphasized. 

“How do you make all the data come together and make 
sense of it?” He asked the audience, when potentially hundreds 
of millions of wearable healthcare devices could generate each 
about 1 Gbyte of data per day, or when billions of sensor nodes 
will be disseminated for micro-farming.

Sohn was joined on stage by several French companies 
and startups whose products required both Sigfox’ low power 
network connectivity, and with which he said Samsung had 
collaborated (BodyCap who demonstrated an ingestible pill that 
wirelessly transmits accurate body temperature measurements 
and Weenat who developed a number of temperature and hu-
midity sensors for real-time micro-farming).

He also delivered what he said where the first Artik develop-
ment kits in France, to startup FlyLab for the development of 
open source autonomous drones, to well established kitchen 
ware company SEB, and to a French electronics engineer-
ing school (École supérieure d’ingénieurs en électrotechnique 
et électronique) based in Amiens for the promotion of IoT in 
education.

Samsung’s Open Cloud initiative explained.

Sohn browsing on IoT search engine Thingful.net

Sohn showcases the Artik module family.
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Audio & video proCessing

Parallel processing spawns non-MPEG Codec
By Junko Yoshida

what if video experts were to design a brand new video 
codec fit for 2015?

We live in the moment of 4K Ultra High Definition 
(UHD) TV, with a growing number of consumers viewing video 
sent over unreliable and bandwidth-constrained mobile net-
works, while CPUs and GPUs inside their mobile devices come 
with multiple cores, massively parallel processing capabilities 
and a very large cache.

And yet, we all know that no current video codec can com-
fortably handle 4K distribution to UHD TV at home, let alone 
deliver HD video to mobile devices. The new video compression 
algorithm, if it emerges in 2015, probably, won’t be based on 
MPEG, or even the brand-new H.265.

A London-based startup V-Nova believes that the new 
video codec everyone should consider is its brainchild, called 
Perseus. It is designed to do hierarchical and scalable video 
encoding by leveraging massive parallel processing, while 
sidestepping the complexity of block-based compression algo-
rithms.

During the last National Association of Broadcasters (NAB) 
convention in Las Vegas, V-Nova showcased Perseus, which 
the company claims has achieved “2x – 3x average compres-
sion gains,” compared with legacy video codecs. V-Nova 
promises to make 4K transmission commercially viable, while 
enabling HD on 3G or 4G mobile network by using less power.

Perseus can, in short, encode and transmit UHD quality at 
HD bitrates, HD at SD bitrates, and SD video at audio bitrates, 
explained Guido Meardi, CEO & Founder, V-Nova in a phone 
interview with EE Times. More importantly, with Perseus, “Ser-
vice providers can upgrade their systems in software, without 
touching their existing delivering infrastructure or digital assets,” 
he added.

Just as human brains function in a hierarchical manner, by 
first visually recognizing a human being, then, a face, then a 
goatee, and then, gray hairs mixed into the goatee, Perseus will 
provide additional details of data representation to the elemen-
tary stream of MPEG-2 or H.264, explained Meardi.

V-Nova said it’s been developing and testing Perseus for 
more than five years, suggesting that the technology has long 
passed its slideware stage. The first transmission testing of Per-
seus was carried out by Sky Italia back in 2012. Hitachi provid-
ed Sky Italia with the first Perseus-based UHD video gateways.

V-Nova has reportedly collected more than 20 global industry 
leaders — all working with V-Nova — in an “Open Innovation” 
consortium. The consortium members publicly listed in V-No-
va’s press release include Broadcom, European Broadcasting 
Union (EBU), Hitachi Data Systems (HDS), Intel, and Sky Italia.

Broadcom’s spokesperson, reached by EE Times, said, “We 
support V-Nova with our reference design and software environ-
ment.” Perseus implementations are being “driven by V-Nova 
through a software implementation of their algorithm.” Mean-
while, Broadcom’s set-top chip, currently field-deployed, can 
support Perseus by using its CPU power.

Gary Arlen, president of Arlen Communications, a Bethesda, 
Maryland-based research and consulting firm, said, “The band-
width compression [Perseus claims] is terrific, and its creden-
tials – big names listed in their consortium – are impressive. But 
I haven’t seen their demo yet. All I can say at this point is that it 

looks promising.”
To persuade U.S. operators like Comcast or AT&T to adopt 

Perseus, Arlen said V-Nova still has to prove itself. But if what V-
Nova is saying today holds true, “this comes at a very interest-
ing timing,” he added, as service operators are in the process of 
upgrading their infrastructure.

Massively parallel processing
So, how good and original is Perseus? And how do we know 
this isn’t yet another video codec said to be “ground-breaking 
to change the world forever” but never quite pans out that way?

Perseus is neither a “trick” nor a tweak on the conventional 
MPEG standards, Meardi said.

Rather, V-Nova went back to the drawing board to rethink 
how a video codec should work.

Meardi noted that Perseus is the first video codec — de-
signed from the ground up — to compress video by leveraging 
“massively parallel processing.”

In contrast, legacy MPEG standards are based on a funda-
mentally different architecture — designed to do entropy encod-
ing only sequentially, said Eric Achtmann, V-Nova’s executive 
chairman and co-founder. The difference, for instance, will result 
in the Perseus video codec fully running on GPU only, encoding 
lossless video at less than 2 milliseconds, said Meardi. 

“Or take an example of 20 megapixel X-ray image. It would 
take 14 seconds to encode it (lossless) via JPEG2000, but with 
Perseus, it would take only 10 milliseconds.”

Since Perseus is designed to leverage multi-core CPU or 
GPU in a handset for parallel processing, rather than sequential 
processing, it is much less power-hungry compared with legacy 
MPEG-2 and H.264 technologies or even the newer H.265 
(HEVC), according to V-Nova.

By quoting data made available by a large, unnamed mobile 
carrier testing Perseus, Meardi said Perseus uses 15 to 30 per-
cent less power than H.264. If a chip company like Broadcom 
decides to make a hardware accelerator for Perseus, power 
consumption on mobile turns out even lower, he explained.  

No more block-based coding
In the course of its “rethinking” of a video codec, the V-Nova 
team also decided to eschew the block-based compression 
algorithms used in legacy codecs. “The block-based codec 
would only add large complexity,” said Meardi.  “As blocks cre-
ate artifacts, we need to de-block them, and then we also need 
to deal with variable block sizes.”

With Perseus, V-Nova says it’s bringing fundamental change 
to the codec world, compared to the increments enabled by 
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frequency-based Fourier transformation or wavelet transforma-
tion.

By leveraging massively parallel processing power, the 
V-Nova team developed for Perseus a new mathematical 
transformation that can deal with “correlations [in each video 
image] properly,” according to Meardi. With the demand for 
high-quality images at high frame rates, “there are a lot more 
repetitions in the frames we are sending,” said Meardi. Without 
revealing details, he said that with correct correlations, Perseus 
has potential to do lossless video compression.

Other secret ingredients incorporated in Perseus include its 
hierarchical nature and its ability for creating a single file that 
can be delivered to devices in multiple scales.

Hierarchical structure is critical, because Perseus is designed 
to allocate data progressively, adding more details as neces-
sary. In the past, the MPEG community also worked on scalable 
video coding and added that feature in 2007, Meardi explained. 
“But it was more of a patch bolted on top of a codec that was 
not originally designed for.”

Peeling away an onion
Perseus’ multiple-scale nature can be best explained as 
“peeling away an onion,” as Meardi put it. Rather than encod-
ing video tens of times in different formats, “you can maintain 
a single file and stream it to different devices with different 
capabilities. If an end-device can only decode MPEG-2, it just 

decodes MPEG-2 while ignoring the rest,” Meardi said.
This scalable feature becomes a huge advantage for invento-

ry management, Achtmann said. Imagine if you have to create, 
say 19 different files of one single asset for multiple deliveries, 
and need to manage that in a library of thousands of assets, he 
explained.

While the feature for no-need-to-save-multiple files means 
big savings in server space, even bigger implications lie in the 
bandwidth use of network infrastructure — whether satellite, 
cable or Content Delivery Networks for the Internet. Rather 
than setting aside a special bandwidth for an HDTV stream in 
addition to an SD stream, operators will be able to send a single 
stream.

According to Cisco report, mobile video traffic exceeded 50 
percent of total mobile data traffic for the first time in 2012 and 
grew to 55 percent by the end of 2014.

Predicting that 75 percent of mobile data traffic will soon 
be occupied by video delivery, driven by only the 10 percent 
of subscribers who stream video, Achtmann pointed out that 
easing the growing network infrastructure strain is one of the 
biggest issues the telecommunication industry faces.

Achtmann concluded that Perseus is solving three problems 
previously insoluble: 4K distribution, HD on mobile, and video 
delivery to a Third World population who have neither 3G nor 
4G. Meanwhile, Perseus is also making what are already pos-
sible “more profitable” for operators, he added.

Webcams move to 4K panoramic video
By Julien Happich

founded in 2013 and having secured two rounds of fund-
ing, including a Series B round of $10.5M from Intel  
Capital back in 2014, California-based startup Altia 

Systems has just launched its PanaCast2 Personal Panoramic 
Video System.

The plug-and-play USB video camera which integrates three 
tiny cameras boasts 3840x1080 pixels 4K resolution with a pan-
oramic view spanning 180° horizontal for a 54° tall field of view. 

The high resolution and wide viewing angles make it suitable 
for room-sized web and video conferencing without the use of 
electro-mechanical pan, tilt and zoom cameras. The camera 
comes complete with cloud services and apps, supporting 
touch-enabled controls that allow all the participants to see 
what they want to view within the visual field in real-time — and 
independently of each other.

For a distortion-free natural looking perspective, the 
3840x1080 pixel frames are rendered onto a mathematically-
correct cylindrical surface, yet video latency is claimed to be 

less than 15ms from photons to USB data output.
Expected to ship early in the third quarter at USD995 with 

PanaCast Experience service user licenses starting at $19.99 
per active user per month, the plug-and-play camera is clearly 
aimed at the enterprise market where it will enhances popular 
collaboration applications like Microsoft Skype for Business, 
Skype, Cisco WebEx, Google Hangouts, Citrix GoToMeeting, 
Vidyo, Zoom, and others without requiring any driver or soft-
ware installs.

As well as backing the startup company, Intel is engaged in 
an engineering 
pilot with Altia 
Systems’ first-
generation Pana-
Cast cameras to 
bring the best out 
of this new prod-
uct on Intel Core 
processor-based 
PCs.
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StreetView gets indoors
By Julien happich

at the IVRPA 360° Virtual Reality Panoramic Photography 
& Video Conference held in Prague last month, Scot-
tish company NCTech and Google introduced iris360, a 

prosumer panoramic still camera aimed to ease the professional 
integration of Street View-like indoor panoramics within Google 
maps and Street Views.

Measuring 110x110x140mm, the four sensor remote-con-
trolled camera (via a smartphone or tablet) captures 8K resolu-
tion, HDR panoramic images (360°x275° +/- 5°), fully stitched 
and ready to be for shared on Google, Facebook or any other 

social media platform or 
website, within less than two 
minutes.

To achieve this, the WiFi-
enabled camera module 
integrates a GPS for the 
coordinates, tilt and roll, 
and compass sensors for 
orientation and image level 
compensation together with 
a GPU that performs for all 
the necessary image pro-
cessing on-board.

For the best results, the 
iris360 calculates the distances to object across the entire 
scene around the camera and uses these calculations to 
determine how to best process each image and execute the 
spherical stitching. Relying on the company’s proprietary 3D 
modelling, the GPU also performs parallax correction between 
the lenses to improve stitching quality.

Available for pre-orders at USD 1,999, NCTech’s selling argu-
ment, on top of the still image quality, is that anyone could now 
shoot and upload a full street’s worth of business interiors in a 
single day.

But aren’t there already a plethora of cheap 360º cameras 
around to do the job?

Of course, you could use alternative solutions, admits  

Cameron Ure, NCTech’s co-founder and CEO, but the images 
are not of the same professional-grade quality, he argues. 

Today, getting high quality 360º still shots would normally 
require a photographer to take several pictures high-resolution 
pictures in a circle and use complex software to merge them. 
This post-processing on off–site desktop software can take 
days. 

What’s more, iris360 is fully integrated to allow users to 
control the camera and upload panoramic photos directly from 
the Google Maps and Street 
View apps, making it easier 
and faster for businesses to 
show up with virtual indoor 
tours on Google search 
results. 

NCTech sells the cam-
eras and Google signs the 
advertising deals. People’s 
faces blurring for privacy 
still has to be performed 
manually and approved 
according to Google’s 
guidelines before publish-
ing the shots online. But the Google-approved camera is having 
some success, with more than 2,000 business images already 
captured, purchased and uploaded into Google Views within 
three months of trial (using only three cameras), according to 
NCTech’s co-founder and CTO Neil Tocher.

Although it didn’t want to share more details about its 
product roadmap, the company is also closely watching the 
360º video camera market. “We know how to do high resolution 
360º video recordings, in fact, we have other products that can 
record up to 25 images per second, but it’s a different animal”, 
told us Tocher. 

dlp lightCrafter development system  
for 1080p pico displays
Texas Instruments’ Display 4710 evaluation module and sup-
porting ecosystem comprise an evaluation module, optical 
modules and reference designs to help developers quickly 

incorporate bright, efficient 
full-HD projection in compact 
electronics. The evaluation mod-
ule (EVM) is a developer tool that 
allows quick assessment of the 
DLP Pico 0.47-in. TRP Full-HD 
1080p display chipset.  

Example applications include digital signage, mobile pro-
jectors (battery and AC-powered), screenless TVs, control 
panels, interactive displays, and wearables such as head-
mounted displays (HMD). 
Texas Instruments
www.ti.com

hd audio CodeC targets tablets
Conexant Systems’ CX8200 HD Audio CODEC is aimed 
at mobile PC applications including notebooks, ultrabooks 
and tablets, intelligently driving speakers to optimize sound 
pressure level (SPL) while providing speaker protection and 
eliminating background noise. Part 
of the AudioSmart 2.0 product fam-
ily, the CX8200 features a fully inte-
grated Class-D smart amplifier and 
interfaces directly with Conexant’s 
software to deliver flawless speech 
recognition and audio output that 
is up to several times louder using 
existing PC/tablet speakers. The 
CX8200 uses a proprietary “SoftAware” link to interconnect 
amplifier hardware sensors with software algorithms. 
Conexant Systems
www.conexant.com
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Automotive video decoder targets  
reversing camera function
With a MIPI-CSI2 output interface to support next-generation 
SoCs, Intersil’s highly integrated TW9992 takes both single-
ended and differential CVBS inputs from a vehicle’s backup 

(reversing) camera. TW9992 is an 
analogue video decoder, with an in-
tegrated MIPI-CSI2 output interface 
that provides compatibility with the 
newest SoC processors. The decod-
er’s MIPI-CSI2 interface simplifies 
design by making it easier to inter-

face with SoCs, while also lowering the system’s EMI profile. 
The TW9992 decoder takes both single-ended and differential 
composite video inputs from a vehicle’s backup safety cam-
era. Designed with built-in diagnostics and for superior video 
quality, the TW9992 addresses the biggest challenges faced by 
automotive video systems. The decoder’s automatic contrast 
adjustment (ACA) image enhancement feature overcomes a ma-
jor challenge for backup camera systems by adapting to rapidly 
changing lighting conditions. ACA is able to automatically boost 
up or reduce the brightness/contrast of an image for greater 
visibility and safety. Vehicle backup cameras typically employ 
differential twisted pair cables that require designers to use an 
operational amplifier (op amp) in front of the video decoder to 
convert the differential signal to single-ended. The TW9992 de-
coder eliminates the need for an external op amp by supporting 
direct differential CVBS inputs. 
Intersil
www.intersil.com Amd beats nvidia to 2.5-d graphics

AMD beat archrival Nvidia to the goal of rolling out high-end 
graphics cards that use DRAM chip stacks to provide more 
memory bandwidth — and thus performance — on relatively 
small, low-power boards. AMD rolled out the four new graphics 
cards at E3, a conference for serious gamers and those who 
develop for them. The new Radeon R9 300 series is based on 
AMD’s new Fiji GPUs and High Bandwidth Memory (HBM) chip 
stacks from SK Hynix. “Fiji is the most complex and highest 
performance GPU we’ve ever built — it is the first with High 
Bandwidth Memory,” AMD CEO Lisa Su told attendees. AMD 
described the 2.5-D HBM stack earlier this month but did not 
say which GPU would use the next-generation memory devel-
oped with SK Hynix. Its flagship Radeon Fury X uses 4GB of 
HBM memory, delivering up to 512 Gbits/second of memory 
bandwidth — an increase of around 63% over the previous gen-
eration Radeon R9 290X, principal analyst Patrick Moorhead of 
Moor Insights & Strategy wrote — to reach a 1.5x improvement 
in performance per watt. The 28nm Fury X is a liquid cooled 
card with 4,096 stream processors and 64 compute units at 
clock speeds up to 1.05 GHz. Fury X can perform at up to 8.6 
GFLOPS, a 65% over the previous generation, to display games 
at 45 frames per second (FPS) for 4K and 65 fps on future 5K 
displays. “The AMD R9 Fury X offers a brand new architec-
ture to entice even gamers with the latest cards to upgrade,” 
Moorhead continued. “AMD’s new GPU offerings are part of the 
company’s effort to push for more power efficiency and perfor-
mance while still adding new and beneficial features with HBM 
enabling new form factors as well as DX12 and new drivers to 
improve performance.”
aMD
www.amd.com

‘transparent’ truck lets drivers behind it  
see road ahead
A prototype “Safety Truck” developed by Samsung allows 
drivers following behind it to “see through” the truck to the 
road ahead. The truck features a front-facing wireless camera 
and four rear monitors in the 
back that provide a streamed 
real-time view of the traffic 
conditions in the road ahead to 
trailing drivers behind the truck. 
The company developed the 
truck to help reduce the risk of 
accidents caused by drivers 
attempting to pass such large vehicles, which block the view 
ahead. The prototype truck was tested in Argentina where 
two-lane roads - and traffic accidents - are common. Nearly 
one person per hour dies in a traffic accident there, accord-
ing to Samsung, and a majority of fatalities are caused by 
drivers attempting to pass other vehicles. Another advantage 
of the truck, according to Samsung, is that it could reduce 
accidents due to sudden braking in the event of a slowdown 
ahead or an animal crossing the road. The truck also features 
a night-vision mode which allows drivers to still see the dis-
play clearly at night. Samsung is working to obtain regulatory 
approval for the Safety Truck.
Samsung Electronics
global.samsungtomorrow.com

multicore shArC+Arm soC targets  
low-power real-time audio
Analog Devices has unveiled eight SHARC processors 
as part of a new high-performance, power-efficient, real-
time series that delivers peak performance greater than 24 

giga-floating-point operations 
per second using two enhanced 
SHARC+ cores and advanced DSP 
accelerators (FFT, FIR, IIR). The 
ADSP-SC58x and ADSP-2158x 
series consume less than 2 watts 
at high temperature, making the 
new processor line-up more than 
5 times more power efficient than 
previous SHARC products and 
more than 2 times more efficient 

than the nearest competitive processors, according to the 
manufacturer. This advantage provides industry leading 
digital signal processing performance for applications where 
thermal management sets the limit for power consumption, 
or where the higher costs and lower reliability of fans cannot 
be tolerated. Applications include automotive, consumer and 
professional audio, multi-axis motor control, and energy dis-
tribution systems. The ADSP-SC58x products complement 
the SHARC+ cores and DSP accelerators with the addition of 
an ARM® Cortex-A5 processor, with FPU and Neon® DSP 
extensions to handle additional real-time processing tasks 
and manage peripherals used to interface to time-critical.
analog Devices
www.analog.com
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Does open source hardware 
design have a future?
By Max Clemons

when thinking of open source, hardware isn’t the first thing to come to mind 
for most people. In a landscape dominated by open source software, hard-
ware has struggled to gain the same amount of attention. The open hard-

ware community has always been there, but hasn’t found a design tool that satisfies 
the need for a centralized platform that can support and distribute open hardware 
projects and does not sacrifice functionality. 

Altium is aiming to change this. With the release of the CircuitMaker open beta 
in May 2015, we’re beginning to see just how powerful open source hardware can 
be. The focus of this PCB design tool is what will make or break it: the community. 
That community starts with each individual project that is contributed by electronics 
designers all over the world. 

Exploring the community pot
Browsing through projects in the CircuitMaker community vault, I ran across a 
4-digit, 7-segment LED display design that incorporated an SPI bus to reduce pin 
count. What stood out was that this project was created as a connectable shield, 
and perfectly fit the Arduino form factor and connector locations. Ben Jordan, the 

designer of this 
project, probably 
just imported a DXF 
for the outline and 
manually placed 
those connectors, 
right? Or maybe 
he searched online 
and downloaded 
an existing shield 
template design. In 
the past, this has 
been the standard 
approach for open 
source hardware: 

Find a design or template online somewhere, open it in whatever design tool it is 
available for, and start building off of that.

Before I even had a chance to investigate the project and find out, I noticed a link 
right below the project name with the text “forked from ProtoWuino”. Clicking that link 
let me trace the design’s lineage back to the ProtoWuino project, which turned out to 
be the original shield template.

This is a markedly different approach to open source hardware, an approach where 
the design tool supports the community. The ProtoWuino shield template was forked 
off into a new design, and Ben was able to add his new circuitry to integrate new 
functionality into a familiar and useful format.

form meets function
Forking a project creates a copy of the original, allowing designers to use existing 
technology as a starting point for a new design. Ben’s project is a good example of 
how designs can be forked in practice, and there are a few different types of designs 
you’ll start to see in CircuitMaker as reference content is added.

Just like the ProtoWuino, these base designs are made specifically to ensure that 
forked designs meet certain form factor or functionality requirements. Most of these 
templates are provided by manufacturers, but having them available immediately 
when starting a new project in CircuitMaker saves valuable time otherwise spent 

Max Clemons is Application Engineer at Altium - www.altium.com

Fig. 1: CircuitMaker allows template projects like the 
ProtoWuino (left) to be forked into new designs with new 
functionality, like Ben Jordan’s LED Display SPI design (right).
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researching and importing design specs. Templates can be bro-
ken down into categories based on the roles and requirements 
they fill:

form factor Templates - These allow forked designs to 
interface with existing off-the-shelf prototyping boards, base-
boards, or platforms. Additionally, they might be used to meet 
shape or fit requirements for specific enclosures.

Connector Templates - These allow integration with other 
hardware devices through connector interfaces, such as DDR 
memory interfaces or USB connectors.

Design function Templates - These can be used to physi-
cally specify hardware design functions, such as exact antenna 
geometry or optimal MCU and peripheral locations for new 
designs.

Design reuse is the key to growth in the open source hard-
ware community. Functional modules in CircuitMaker provide 
the exact circuitry needed to enable certain functions in the final 
product. For example, a specific project for a Bluetooth module 
would provide all the logical and physical design elements to 
serve as a building block. Users would simply fork the project 
and start designing additional functionality around the base 
design.

Any completed design in CircuitMaker can be thought of as 
a reference design. Whether it’s actually used as reference for 
a new design, or simply deconstructed and reworked for some 
kind of Frankenstein-style board, the benefit of having this type 
of content in the community is huge. And while users in the 
community are already providing great references and exam-
ples, many more will be added from Altium in the future.

forking and design evolution
The forking process itself is straightforward: Browse or search 
through the CircuitMaker community vault for an interesting 
looking design, then simply click the Fork button to create a 
copy. And the cherry on top: having the ability to follow and 
track designs as they evolve.

Each project has links to the parent and child projects. A 
popular project in the community might have hundreds of 
children, and each of those could potentially have several 

children of their own, and so on. It’s easy to see how this kind of 
environment facilitates amazing innovation, all stemming from a 
simple template or reference design.

Looking ahead
Like every design contributed to the CircuitMaker community, 
Ben Jordan’s LED Display SPI design is planting the seeds for 
future design evolution. Having a community vault of projects, 
and the ability to share them in a single location in CircuitMaker 
will hopefully start a new era of open source hardware design. 

But that’s just the beginning. The forking and sharing of 
open hardware designs will lead to true module-based design. 
And it’s not farfetched to think of an open source design future 
where design modules unite the physical design, software 
integration, and server-side applications to provide a truly con-
nected design experience. 

There’s no better time to get involved in open source hard-
ware design. Download the CircuitMaker open beta now at 
www.circuitmaker.com.

Fig. 2: Reference designs like this General Purpose Regulator 
(above) are key pieces of content in the CircuitMaker 
community.

The White-boxing of software-defined networking
By Bernard Cole

a funny thing is happening to the router and switch market 
on its way to software-defined networking: it’s slowly but 
surely getting white-boxed. 

White-box is a term that emerged in the 1990s to describe 
the variety of desktop PCs that were emerging from a host of 
small original design manufacturers (ODMs). The PCs were 
virtually identical in performance and software capabilities but 
were a fraction of the price of brand names such as IBM, HP, 
Dell and Compaq.

Similarly, the widespread adoption of software-defined 
network (SDN) standards has made white-box based network 
switches possible. The switches depend not on dedicated hard-
ware for separate network functions, but on software-based 
network function virtualization (NFV) that allows creation of 
reprogrammable data paths that allow lightning fast reconfigu-
ration of a variety of network elements.

This is all good news for single-board computer companies 

such as Taiwan-based Advantech and Austin, Texas-based Fre-
escale Semiconductor, who are developing more powerful and 
flexible open-source network system solutions. 

The target is a switch and router market that up to now has 
been dominated by Intel’s X86 and IBM’s Power processors, 
and a handful of network system companies such as Arista, 
Brocade, Cisco and Juniper who dictated to their corporate 
customers what processors and software were to be used.

Now all that has changed, with competition coming in the 
form of white-box designs from single-board computer compa-
nies such as Advantech, Adlink, and Kontron, and ODMs such 
as Dell, Big Switch, Pica8, Quanta, and Salom, among others.

Rather than use proprietary software, they run on open-
source software provided by either the board makers or original 
design manufacturers (ODMs) but sometimes by the semicon-
ductor companies providing the silicon. White-box switches 
have much more diverse processor architectures. They’ve 
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moved beyond total dependence on old standbys such as 
Intel’s x86 and now use processors such as MIPS and ARM, as 
well as a variety of SoC variations from the likes of Freescale, 
Broadcom, Cavium and Netronome.

Based on this new flexibility, Crehan Research believes that, 
with the total cloud market expected to grow to about 12-mil-
lion-plus ports by 2017, white-box deployment will increase 
about 32 percent a year to about 5 million data-center Ethernet 
white-box switch ports by 2017.

According to Gartner Research, even though Cisco still 
dominates the switch/router market with a 50 percent share, the 
white-box segment is growing quickly. Now at 3.8 percent of 
the market, Gartner estimates white-boxes will constitute about 
10 percent of the 18 million switch ports installed by 2018.

Abhi Dugar, Cloud, Mobile & Security Infrastructure Techno-
logy Analyst at IDC, said his company is equally optimistic 
about white-box penetration. “With the emergence of open 
source software such as Linux, as well as SDN and its various 
virtual networking variations, the pecking order has changed in 
the network switch market,” he said. “Previously it was tradi-
tional networking companies such as Arista, Brocade, Cisco, 
and Juniper with their proprietary solutions that made the deci-
sions for the end users at the major corporations that used their 

hardware and software.”
These companies are now playing catchup in a market with 

a lot of new players and are no longer making the decisions. 
“Now it is their biggest customers, the ones with the major 
online cloud presences to maintain, such as Facebook, Google, 
and Amazon, who are making the decisions.”

These big customers need more speed, more flexibility, and 
lower cost than they were getting from traditional providers. So 
they’ve started going elsewhere to get what they need. “Out 
of this has emerged the new network white-box market,” said 
Dugar.

The use of white-boxes is also spreading to many medium 
to large corporations who have online cloud services to main-
tain. What they all want, in addition to raw performance, is low 
cost, cross-platform capabilities and ease of implementation 
that SDN and open source generally provide. They will use any 
network system supplier that will satisfy those requirements, 
regardless of the underlying processor architecture.

Dugar said the emergence of SDN and NFV into widespread 
use is transforming the network services business and will 
continue to do so for many years into the future. “Before a com-
pany would go to a Cisco to get a complete proprietary turnkey 
hardware and software solution,” he said. “Now with standard-
ized software, it is possible for them to either pull all the pieces 
together themselves or go to an ODM who can do it for them.”

A good example of this trend is the transformation that has 
taken place at Taiwan-based Advantech, which in the past was 
focused more on traditional embedded single-board computers 
for industrial and aerospace applications and less on network-
ing and server markets, except where there was some overlap.

According to Paul Stevens, marketing director of the network 
and communications group at Advantech Corp., the board 
company started modestly in the network market in a few 
targeted segments closely related to their traditional industrial 

Fig. 1: The SDN-based white box network switch market is 
expected to grow 32 percent to five million systems by 2017. 
(Source: Crehan Research Inc.)

Fig. 2: Deceptive in its simplicity of design, Advantech’s 
ESP-9112 is part of a white box network switch trend that is 
changing software-defined networking. (Source: Advantech)
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designs. “Now with SDN and the virtualization of network func-
tions in software, our business there has exploded and we now 
have a diverse family of offerings using not only the X86, but 
network processor SoCs from the likes of Broadcom, Freescale, 
and Netronome.”

The company’s most recent offering in this market is its ESP-
9112 network switch, which uses Freescale Semiconductor’s 
QorIQ T4242, a 24-core communications processor that is ca-

pable of scaling from current 10 Gigabit/second performances 
to leading edge 40 G and higher.

Stevens said that what the engineers at Freescale have done 
right is not only to provide an extremely powerful processor 
for the network switch market that is able to scale up in data 
throughput without significant software changes, but also to do 
a lot of work providing the critical software needed.

In addition to an open source Linux OS, Freescale supplies 
its T4242 platform hardware platform with software for stan-
dards-based protocols such as OpenFlow, and supports man-
ageability through open technologies such as OpenStack and 
OpenDaylight. It also includes VNF support, commercial grade 
SDN software supporting OpenFlow version 1.3 with extensions 
for Layer 4 and above protocols, and Layer 2/3 forwarding.

“That is the same strategy many of the network processor 
suppliers are beginning to use widely,” said Stevens. “And if 
they did not we would come in and provide the software sup-
port ourselves, because that is what this new market requires.”

He said that while traditional network providers such as 
Hewlett Packard and Cisco still dominate the market with their 
proprietary solutions, their long term survival depends on how 
quickly they can jump onto the same network software stan-
dards bandwagon.

If they do not, I suspect there are a lot of companies out 
there who are very willing to step in and take their place.

Fig. 3: Freescale’s 24-core QorIQ comms processor comes 
equipped with all the open source software needed for 10- to 
40-G network switches and routers.  (Source: Freescale)

Freescale S32 ups automotive ante
By R. Colin Johnson

Today’s automobiles contain from 70 to 280 microcon-
trollers, from the engine control unit to the dashboard 
liquid crystal display, to the automotive driver assistance 

system, to the automatic brake system. There’s also all the 
low-end microcontrollers that roll-up the windows, manage the 
interior environment, blink the blinkers, and dozens more func-
tions we take for granted.

Freescale Semiconductor is already supplying microcon-
trollers for the high-end functions - about 70% of the job - but 
now it wants to tackle the low-end functions too, with its new 
family of S32K microcontrollers--derived from its eight-bit S08 
and 12-bit S12 families, but now 32-bits wide.

“Freescale has created a new 32-bit ARM-based hardware 
platform - the S32K - for automotive applications which can 
perform about 30% of the operations needed in a modern car,” 
Manuel Alves, global product line manager at Freescale told EE 
Times in advance of the announcement at the Freescale Tech-
nology Forum 2015.

Freescale will also offer a functional-safety compliant 
software design studio free of charge to “make the life of the 
software engineer much easier by providing an open-source 
software-tool environment.” The design studio will include 
reusable modules from Freescale and third parties that are all 
compatible with the whole spectrum of ARM-based ecosystem 
partners, ultimately shortening the product development cycle.

The entire software development kit - from drivers, to 
middleware (Core Self Test, LIN Stack, Automotive Math and 
Motor Control Library), to the real time operating system - are 

all provided open-source and for free including the application-
programmer interfaces to premium tools ecosystem partners 
such as IAR Systems and Cosmic Software.

“What this proves is that Freescale is still fully committed to 
automotive market - in fact automotive is key to Freescale since 
they ship a million units per day to automotive manufactur-
ers - second only to Renesas - and when they merge with NXP, 
Freescale will be number one in automotive,” Jim McGregor, 
founder and principal analyst at Tirias Research (Phoenix, Ariz.) 
told EE Times. “Today’s cars are more like smartphones than 

R. Colin Johnson is Advanced Technology Editor at EE Times – 
www.eetimes.com 

Fig. 1: The Freescale S32K with an ARM Cortex-M4 
microcontroller (seen block diagram) is the first of a family 
that fills out the low-end of its automotive hardware offerings. 
Source: Freescale 
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mechanical beasts. The other big attraction about Freescale for 
automotive is their on-chip security measures. There have been 
several hacks in the last year alone and when you connect the 
infotainment system to the command-and-control systems, you 
are just opening the door to hackers.”

With the addition of the S32K to Freescale’s i.MX and Kinetis 
lines, an entire car could conceivably be run by Freescale 
microcontrollers all using the free reusable components of its 
software development kit and free real time operating system 
including a Secure Hardware Extension (SHE) compliant mod-
ule.

The S32K itself houses a 112MHz ARM Cortex-M4 with a 
built-in digital signal processor and floating point unit and from 
8-kilobytes to 2 megabytes (in nine steps--8k-, 16k-, 32k-, 
64k-, 128k, 256k-, 512k-, 1M-, or 2Mega-bytes) for 18 models 
total today with over 100 more models on the way, according 
to Alves who called the series “future proof.” On-chip hardware 
encryption/decryption for security also prevents counterfeit 
modules from being passed off as originals by crooks.

The S32K is also pre-validated to meet the required func-
tional-safety standards including self-test for failure prevention, 
and security-key management along with an automotive-grade 
software development kit and S32 Design Studio that it claims 
is “beyond” the traditional Autosar Microcontroller Abstraction 
Layer, in collaboration with IAR Systems which supplies a com-
patible C++ compiler and debugger.

Fig. 2: The Freescale S32K evaluation board holds the 
ARM Cortex-M4 microcontroller, with its own digital signal 
processor (DSP) and a floating-point unit (FPU), along with all 
the necessary peripheral interface “glue” including CAN, I2S, 
SPI, GPIO, UART plus an analog-to-digital (A/D) unit. Source: 
Freescale.

Arduino connected-device dev board targets the iot

For projects including “Internet of Things” applications, RS 
Components has announced the availabilty of a develop-
ment board that builds on the Arduino Uno platform, with 

more processing capability from a 
low-power 32-bit Atmel microcon-
troller based on an ARM Cortex 
M0+ core. Hosting a low-power 
Atmel SAM D21 microcontroller, 
with ARM Cortex M0+ core, the 
Arduino M0 Pro board features 

the Atmel Embedded Debugger (EDBG), which provides a full 
debug interface without the need for additional hardware and 
simplifies software debugging.
RS Components
http://uk.rs-online.com
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LED power supplies versus standard ITE 
power supplies
By Maggie Nadjmi

Since LEDs are a solid state component and require elec-
tronic circuits to emit light, a driver that transforms AC to 
DC current will be utilized in the light fixture and this will 

drive the need to look for a power supply with sufficient power 
and output characteristics. 

Most light designers have purchased an off-the-shelf AC to 
DC power supply based on these requirements and, for initial 
testing, it works well. Light comes on and the fixture works. 
Next step in the process is to take the fixture for regulatory tes-
ting. At this point, the marketing collateral is getting ready and 
the sales people are anxious to take the new fixture to market. A 
call from the regulatory testing house with news of the product 
not passing the standards however, sends everyone looking 
for a solution. Add an EMI filter, one would suggest, put EMI 
cores on the input wires another person would say. Meanwhile, 
the cost of the fixture starts climbing and what seemed to be a 
nice-off-the shelf inexpensive power supply requires add-ons to 
perform.

Life expectancy
The longer life of LEDs of over 50,000 hours is very attractive to 
customers. However, the life of the LED driver also needs to be 
considered. Many think this is about mean time between failure 
(MTBF); however, this is not life expectancy. In most cases, 
MTBF is calculated based on component 
count and provides just one part of infor-
mation on reliability and life expectancy. 

When selecting the optimum power 
supply for LED lighting, look for a power 
supply that is specifically designed for the 
demands of the LED and meets power and 
output voltage. Make sure it lists EN55015 
for Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) 
compliance (see figure 1), has adequate 
life expectancy to match the life of the 
LEDs in the fixture and then move on to 
other requirements such as low leakage 
current for Canada, and meets IEC61000-
3-2 class C for the European market.

In addition, make sure the power supply 
can withstand temperatures of over 50°C 
as the heat generated by LEDs can rise 
the thermal profile within the fixture. This 
will put thermal stress on components 
such as electrolytic capacitors in the driver 
and if it is not designed efficiently, could 
be detrimental to the long life expectancy 
of the LED fixture. Higher power efficiency 
will reduce the wasted heat generated by 
the supply. In addition, ensuring adequate 
thermal design, high temperature electrolytic capacitors rated at 
105°C and ability to operate for more than 5,000 hours are the 

critical components in selecting an LED driver. This will en-
sure the minimum life expectancy of 50,000 hours for the LED 
fixture. 

Real world application
A studio lighting application required a 200 watt power sup-
ply that would deliver 48V and required no moving air. The EMI 
compliance of the EN55015 to class B, meeting IEC61000-3-2 
class C from almost dimmed-off to full illumination, were among 
the required specifications as well as long life expectancy. SL 
Power engineers designed a cold plate for this application to 
take advantage of all standard offerings of its LB240 AC/DC 
power supply – see figure 2. This process took less than two 
weeks. The fixture with the LB240 passed all regulatory testing 
without adding an EMI filter. The customer is pleased with the 
outcome and knows the reliability of his fixture is not compro-
mised due to the power supply’s excellent thermal design and 
careful selection of electrolytic capacitors.

Energy Star
Residential and commercial lighting fixtures have been certified 
and have carried the Energy Star logo for a number of years, 
but since 2009 and updated in 2011, there are specific require-
ments added for LED sourced lighting products in the U.S. 

Not all LED light fixtures can apply for the 
Energy Star program. Entertainment light-
ing is excluded from the list of fixtures that 
displays the Energy Star Logo.  Energy 
Star requirements include Lumens per 
Watt, which is a combination of a well-
designed optical source as well as a highly 
efficient driver. A minimum of 35,000 hours 
of life expectancy is also required to help 
ensure that the LED and driver are of the 
highest quality and work reliability during 
this period so the end customer does not 
have to worry about replacing the fixture 
year after year. The bulk of Energy Star 
requirements which are centered around 
drivers include: 

A minimum power factor of 0.7 for 
residential and 0.9 on commercial lighting 
products

Transient protection circuitry to pass 
2.5kV of input surge based on ANSI/IEEE 
C62.41

Operating temperature of -20°C or 
lower 

Less than one second delay from the 
time AC input voltage is applied until the 

light comes on and the no light standby wattage is less than 
half a watt. The standby wattage requirement can be increased 
to 1W if the LED lighting fixture has intelligence built into it.  

To meet a power factor of 0.9, the driver has to have power 
factor correction stage, which requires additional components 

Maggie Nadjmi is Product Manager at SL Power Electronics - 
www.slpower.com 

Fig. 1a: Typical LED power supply for the 
EN55015 standard.

Fig. 1b: ITE power supply for the EN55022 
standard.
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and complexity of design that can be addressed with the 
electronics designer who has a solid technical background in 
power conversion and magnetic design.  Inexpensive drivers 
can claim to meet the power factor requirements at full power, 
but as loading is dropped through dimming of the light emitted 
by the LED, these drivers will have a much lower power factor 
than 0.9. This will disqualify the fixture from meeting the Energy 
Star requirements. Adding metal oxide varistors (MOVs) is the 
simplest way to meet transient protection. Operating at -20°C 
temperature can be a challenge for the power designer and not 
all commercially available power supplies can comply. Careful 
selection of a driver can go a long way in obtaining Energy Star 
certification and avoiding costly delays in time to market as well 
as the assurance of offering quality LED lighting fixtures for this 
rapidly changing market.

   
Illumination control
The ability to control the illumination based on area occupancy 
is a growing field in the LED lighting market. Cost reductions 
can be realized by lighting only the path or the area that is be-
ing occupied in an office building or parking structure. Since 
LEDs are electronic devices, limiting the current can achieve the 
desired outcome in dimming the light and saving energy and 
costs. 

In some applications, both wired and wireless control sys-
tems are taking advantage of existing infrastructure developed 
for networking schemes. Moreover, LED drivers are built to have 
embedded IP addressing in order to interface with an electronic 
console to accept commands and change the light intensity 
based on occupancy sensing and other parameters. 

They can also report dynamic information, such as ambient 
temperature, back to the controlling console. This is an oppor-
tunity for the manufacturer of the LED drivers to influence light-
ing design in the early stages by providing flexibility in sensing 
and reporting critical information via wired or wireless antennas 
and receivers. With new technology offered, this can also be 
done via an AC line. The communication protocol is varied by 
application-specific LED fixtures. Area lighting uses Digital Ad-
dressable Lighting Interface (DALI) commands where entertain-
ment lighting DMX-512 is widely employed. Remote Device 
Monitoring or RDM is the next step-up for wireless control in 
architectural lighting. No matter what the protocol is, an intel-
ligent driver will be the future for powering LED light fixtures. 

France’s largest battery storage to stabilise power grid
By Christoph Hammerschmidt

The department Aube in the northeast of France plans to 
install the nation’s largest battery storage. The experiment 
is designed to underpin the development of renewable 

energies, in particular wind power, and try out new smart grid 
control schemes.

While most people agree that renewable 
energies should be established, it is neces-
sary to understand that renewables are not 
as continuously available as conventional 
energy sources – a factor that poses large 
challenges to the power grid. Energy stor-
age technologies enable more flexibility for 
design and operation of the grid. 

Storing electric energy makes it possible to compensate 
for variations in energy production, control grid frequency and 
voltage – an important aspect in the quality of energy supply. 
The project Venteesa is designed to enable scientists and re-
searchers to experiment and test new ways to stabilise the grid. 
The goal is finding the best practices, algorithms and tools for 
industrial implementation in the medium-voltage grid in terms 
of technology as well as in operational and business terms: 
The Venteesa scientists are developing methods to improve the 
overall grid efficiency and to integrate renewable energies into 
the grid. At the same time, the project will search for ways to 
optimise connecting costs. 

Towards this end, Veneesa employs Smart Grids. The energy 

storage developed by the French scientists is active at two le-
vels: Firstly it enables the ideal energy flow throughout the grid, 
taking into account the technical conditions and factors such 
as voltage level frequency and more. Secondly it ensures that 

only the services are offered that suit best the 
needs of the grid and its users, taking into ac-
count forecasts about the energy production 
and the energy demand for one day ahead. 

Thanks to this multi-level service it will be 
possible to develop a new business model in 
which the cost for energy storage and tech-
nology roll-out can be distributed across the 
various actors. Thus, the project will create 

the base for tomorrow’s distribution network. 
Under geographical aspects the project is focusing on the 

Champagne – Ardenne region, France’s most important wind 
energy region. The demonstration installation is located in 
Vendeurvre-sur-Barse where an existing grid can be integrated 
into the trials. Here, two wind parks with 2 MW and 6 MW sup-
ply some 3.200 customers. 

The project, launched in 2011 by the French government 
agency for environmental protection and energy (ADEME), is de-
signed to last 3 ½ years. The Venteea consortium includes eight 
enterprises (EFRE, Saft, Schneider Electric, General Electric, 
EDF R&D, Boralex, RTE and Made) as well as two universities 
(Troyes technical university and L2EP).

Fig. 2: SL Power’s LB240 AC/DC power supply features 
multi-cooling methods in a 3X5 package and meets EN55015 
Class B.
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Electrolyte additives prevent fires  
in next-generation lithium batteries
By Paul Buckley 

Researchers at SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory and 
Stanford University have discovered that adding two 
chemicals to the electrolyte of a lithium metal battery 

prevents the formation of dendrites which could cause the bat-
tery to short out, overheat and catch fire.

The findings, published in Nature Communications, could 
help remove a major barrier to developing lithium-sulfur and 
lithium-air batteries, promising future 

technologies that could store up to 10 times more energy per 
weight than batteries now used in consumer electronics and 
electric cars.

“Because these batteries would be much lighter than today’s 
rechargeable batteries, they have a lot of potential for extended-
range electric vehicles,” explained Yi Cui, an associate profes-
sor at Stanford University and the Dept. of Energy (DOE)’s SLAC 
National Accelerator Laboratory. “But one of 
the things that’s been holding them back is their 
tendency to form dendrites, which are also the 
culprit behind overheating and occasional fires 
in today’s lithium-ion batteries.”

Dendrites form when a battery electrode 
degrades, and metal ions become deposited on 
the electrode’s surface. When those finger-like 
deposits elongate until they penetrate the bar-
rier between the two halves of the battery, they 
can cause electrical shorts, overheating and 
fires.

In a previous study published in October 
2014, Cui and his colleagues reported that they 
had developed a ‘smart’ lithium-ion battery that 
senses when dendrites start to puncture the 
barrier so the battery can be replaced before 
the situation becomes dangerous. The research could offer a 
solution for millions of batteries now in use in cell phones, lap-
tops and other devices, as well as in electric cars and airplanes.

The new research addresses battery technologies that have 
not reached the market yet, and it takes a different approach: 
adding chemicals to the electrolyte to prevent dendrite forma-
tion. One compound, lithium nitrate, has been under investiga-
tion for a long time as an additive to improve battery perfor-
mance. The other, lithium polysulfide, has been considered a 
nuisance: Formed when a sulfur electrode degrades, it travels to 
the lithium metal electrode and wrecks it, said Cui.

The research team realized their combined effect had not 
been studied before; together the chemicals could potentially 
react with lithium metal to form a stable, solid interface between 
the electrode and the electrolyte.

The researchers assembled coin cell batteries, similar to the 
ones that power calculators, remote controls and watches, and 
added various concentrations of the two chemicals to the ether-

based electrolyte. Then they ran those batteries through many 
charge/discharge cycles, took them apart and examined the 
electrodes with an electron microscope and an x-ray technique 
that reveals their morphology and chemical composition.

The researchers found that adding both chemicals in just 
the right amounts stopped lithium dendrite formation; harmless 
pancake-like deposits grew instead. The lithium metal acquired 
a stable coating that helped protect it from further degradation 
and actually improved the battery’s performance.

In tests, batteries with both chemicals added operated at 
99% efficiency after more than 300 charge-discharge cycles, 
compared to decreased efficiency after 150 cycles for batter-
ies treated with lithium nitrate alone, said Fiona (Weiyang) Li, 
a postdoctoral researcher in Cui’s lab and first author of the 

paper. 
“We had been doing experiments all along with these two 

chemicals in there, but this was the first time we looked at the 
synergistic effect. This does not completely solve all the prob-
lems associated with lithium metal batteries, but it’s an impor-
tant step,” said Li.

Yet-Ming Chiang, a professor at the Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology, collaborated with the team and helped them 
interpret their results. Chiang said the next step is to see if this 
approach can prevent dendrite formation in larger-scale cells 
that are closer to being practical batteries. It may also work for 
electrodes made of other metals, such as magnesium, calcium 
or aluminum, that also have potential for storing much more 
energy than today’s batteries.

“Preventing dendrite formation is going to be key to their 
success,” suggested Chiang.
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500w intel haswell ready Atx pC power 
supply is medically approved
TRUMPower has designed a medically approved 500W 
TMPC-500H, passing rigorous testing for compatibility with 
the Haswell processor platform. Compared to the prior 
generation Ivy Bridge platform, 
the Haswell platform substan-
tially cuts the minimum sleep 
power consumption by one order 
of magnitude from 6W to 0.6W. 
With its 90-264 VAC universal 
input and active PFC, the Haswell 
ready TMPC-500H can be used 
worldwide without the necessity 
of changing input settings. Its 
87% to 90% efficiency meets 80 Plus Gold standard. The 
power supply is approved to ANSI/AMMI ES 60601-1: 2005, 
CSA C22.2 No. 60601-1:08 and IEC/EN 60601-1 3rd edition 
medical standards by UL and TUV.
TRUMPower
www.trumpower.com

AC/dC converter control iC targets siC drives
Rohm has announced the development of an AC/DC converter 
control IC designed specifically for SiC MOSFET drives in 
industrial equipment such as servers and other large power ap-
plications. The BD7682FJ-LB allows the easy implementation of 

SiC-MOSFETs to an AC/DC converter 
AC/DC converter design. Compared to 
silicon MOSFETs used in conventional 
AC/DC converters, SiC MOSFETs en-
able AC/DC converters with improved 
power efficiency by up to 6%. Com-
ponents used for heat dissipation are 

not required (50W Class power supplies), leading to greater 
compactness. The specification of BD7682FJ-LB also include 
multiple protection functions that enable support for high volt-
ages up to 690VAC, making them ideal for general industrial 
equipment while improving reliability. In addition to overvoltage 
protection for the supply voltage pin and brown in/out (under-
voltage) countermeasure for the input voltage pin, overcurrent 
and secondary overvoltage protection functions are included.
Rohm
www.rohm.com

500w power supply minimises footprint
Stadium Power’s AQF500 series are compact high efficiency 
500W switch mode power supplies with active PFC. These 
single output power supplies offer high power density up to 
26W per cubic inch in a 5 x 3-in. (127 x 76.2 mm) footprint. 

12, 24 and 48V output 
voltage models are avail-
able offering efficiency 
up to 92% and are rated 
at 230W with natural 
convection cooling and 
500W with fan cooling; all 
have an operating tem-

perature range of -40 to +70°C. All models feature a universal 
input range from 90 to 264Vac, active power factor correc-
tion (PFC) meeting EN61000-3-2, remote On/Off control, 
output voltage sense, +5V stand-by output power and a 12V 
fan supply output.
Stadium Power
www.stadiumpower.co.uk

Bidirectional 2A charge/backup controller  
for supercapacitors
LTC3110 is a bidirectional, programmable input current buck-
boost supercapacitor charger with active charge balancing 
for 1- or 2-series supercapacitors. The proprietary low noise 
buck-boost topology does the work of two separate switch-
ing regulators, saving size, cost and complexity. LTC3110’s 
input current limit and maximum capacitor voltage is resistor 
programmable. Average input current is accurately controlled 
over a 0.125A to 2A programming range. Pin-selectable 
Burst Mode operation improves light-load efficiency and 
reduces standby current to 40 µA, and shutdown current to 
less than 1 µA. Other features of the LTC3110 include 1.2 
MHz switching frequency to minimise external component 
size; thermal overload protection; two voltage supervisors for 
direction control and end of charge; and one general purpose 
comparator with an open-collector output for interfacing with 
a microcontroller or microprocessor.
Linear Technology
www.linear.com
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Auto focus liquid lens magnifies up to x5
Varioptic, a Business Unit of Parrot SA, has added the 
Caspian u-316-7.5 auto focus lens modules to its portfolio, a 
unit specifically designed for microscopy applications. This 
compact objective includes the popular Arctic 316 Liquid 
Lens and offers a magnification 
from X2 to X5, with a typical focus 
range up to 1.7mm for a work-
ing distance of 5 to 7mm. It can 
refocus fast, with no mechanical 
movement and is suitable for the 
manufacture of auto focus mi-
croscopes for applications such as life science or industrial 
inspection. A Caspian Microscopy Development Kit is avail-
able, including X2, X3, X5 extension rings, power supply and 
an Auto Focus Microscope module. It can be ordered from 
Varioptic or its distributors. 
Varioptic
www.varioptic.com

piC32 harmony software decoder framework
Microchip has announced the PIC32 Harmony Software 
Decoder Framework and Microsoft Windows Media Audio 
(WMA) Decoder Library for 32-bit PIC32 microcontroller-
based consumer-audio application development within 

the MPLAB Harmony Integrated 
Software Framework. The WMA 
Decoder Library includes a new 
modular framework for audio de-
coders, including support for MP3 
and AAC, allowing easier audio 
application development. Microchip 
says it will simplify development 
and increase flexibility of consumer 

audio products such as audio docks, automotive head units 
and home audio platforms. Microchip’s Audio Decoder 
Framework allows for audio software codecs to be added to 
a PIC32 design project. Rather than having to rewrite large 
sections of application code, the framework allows for easier 
integration into an existing application after the correspond-
ing decoder library has been purchased. The WMA Decoder 
increases the depth of the library for PIC32 MCU-supported 
audio decoders, in addition to MP3 and AAC. This increases 
the range of audio formats that designers can choose to 
support. The audio decoder framework within the Harmony 
environment allows designers to add, subtract and switch 
among various software-based audio decoders.
Microchip
www.microchip.com

dual-band wi-Fi antenna carries video 
streaming in small connected devices
Antenova, manufacturer of antennas and RF antenna modules 
for M2M and connected devices, has added a small dual-band 
antenna for the Wi-Fi 802.11n and ac 2.4 – 2.5 GHz and 4.9 – 

5.9 GHz bands. The 
antenna, called Mutica, 
is designed to fit within 
a reduced ground plane 
on the host PCB, for 
use in smaller Wi-Fi 
products and wireless 

accessories. The picture above shows the antennna evaluation 
board. Mutica is an SMD mounted antenna for all dual-band 
Wi-Fi applications, especially those requiring high speed data 
transfer and multiple-in multiple-out (MIMO) applications, for 
example security cameras, video cameras, set-top-boxes and 
devices for connected vehicles. Its specifications will also suit 
Wi-Fi access points, portable electronics, headsets, PC cards, 
games consoles, network devices and wearable electronics. 
5Ghz 802.11ac offers High Definition video streaming with more 
channels and less interference than at 2.4GHz. This coupled 
with the high efficiency of the Mutica antenna will help to sup-
port faster data rates, fewer disconnects and better battery life 
in portable devices. Antenova’s approach to the design of its 
antennas, which it calls “Design For Integration” (DFI), makes 
use of the fact that the antennas are always embedded within a 
customer’s product; Antenova designs them so that the RF ele-
ments can easily be added to the customer’s design.
antenova
www.antenova-m2m.com

iot platform comes in a tiny single chip module
Freescale Semiconductor claims to offer the smallest available 
single chip module (SCM) for the Internet of Things (IoT). As the 
IoT requires more processing horsepower to be packed into 
ever smaller spaces, the SCM line of products can integrate 
hundreds of com-
ponents including 
processors, memory, 
power management 
and RF parts, which 
would otherwise 
be deployed on a 
six-inch board, into 
a tiny 17x14x1.7mm 
package — the size of a U.S. dime. At the Freescale Technol-
ogy Forum (FTF) in Austin, Texas, Freescale unveiled the first 
product in its SCM portfolio. Designed to function as a comput-
er on a chip, the i.MX 6Dual SCM is enabled for DDR memory 
and combines the performance of the company’s i.MX 6Dual 
applications processor together with a power management 
integrated circuit (PMIC), flash memory, embedded software/
firmware, and system-level security technology including 
random number generation, cryptographic cipher engines and 
tamper prevention. SCM products are engineered to dramati-
cally reduce time-to-market, allowing an estimated 25 percent 
reduction in hardware development time — as well as greater 
than 50 percent reduction in size versus current discrete solu-
tions. The module’s exceptional performance and connectivity 
allow customers targeting IoT markets to incorporate sophis-
ticated predictive data analytics capabilities into their prod-
ucts, allowing for highly compelling and potentially disruptive 
end-products. SCM modules are ideal for applications such as 
3D gaming goggles, where battery life and power are important; 
next-generation IoT drones requiring extreme processing per-
formance for object recognition; and other IoT products, where 
highly advanced graphics and user interfaces are considered 
key to more mainstream adoption. Other markets well suited for 
SCM technology include wearables, next-generation medical 
equipment and autonomous sensing applications.
freescale Semiconductor
www.freescale.com
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tvs diode arrays offer esd protection  
in 01005 flip chip
Littelfuse has introduced four new ESD protection TVS Diode Arrays 
(SPA® Diode) that occupy less board space than similar industry 
offerings. The SP1013 and SP1014 TVS Diode Arrays fit into a 

standard 0201 footprint (0.52x0.27mm), but offer a 
30 percent reduction in the board space required 
over other 0201 outline solutions, allowing more 
clearance between components. The SP1020 
and SP1021 Series are packaged in the industry’s 
smallest ESD protection footprint, a 01005 flip chip 
measuring 0.181x0.230x0.440mm, while providing 

nearly 78 percent lower capacitance than similar market solutions. 
All four products feature back-to-back zener diodes to protect 
electronic equipment that may experience destructive electrostatic 
discharges (ESD). The back-to-back configuration provides sym-
metrical ESD protection for data or signal lines when AC signals 
are present. These robust diodes can safely absorb repetitive ESD 
strikes above the maximum level specified in the IEC61000-4-2 
international standard (Level 4, ±8kV contact discharge) without 
performance degradation. The SP1020 and SP1021 Series’ very 
low dynamic resistance (0.32Ω) supports low clamping voltage 
needed for protecting modern electronics filled with small-geometry 
ICs. Low capacitance of 30pF (SP1013) and 6pF (SP1014) helps to 
preserve signal integrity and minimize data loss while offering more 
robust devices against electrical threats. Back-to-back 5V standoff 
(SP1013 and SP1014) or 6V standoff (SP1020 and SP1021) permits 
protection of most of the current and future user interfaces.
Littelfuse
www.Littelfuse.com

low-dropout led drivers for any-colour chips
Ams has posted details of the AS1111x family of high efficiency 
LED drivers designed to match current source bias for any 
colour LED, including white and blue. The devices can drive 
up to four high-current LEDs; the LED current can be adjusted 
using an external resistor (RSET) 
and dimmed with an external 
PWM signal via the EN pin. It only 
requires 150 mV headroom voltage 
to operate and when the devices 
are disabled, the supply current 
drops down to less than 1 µA. 
Features include; up to four chan-
nels of 40mA drive (for high brightness LEDs); 150 mV head-
room to operate (efficiency & battery lifetime); analogue or PWM 
brightness control with high resolution; no switching noise for 
EMI-sensitive environments; and fewer external components re-
quired. LED current per output is 40 – 80 mA, with 3% LED-to-
LED matching, from a supply voltage of 0.15 to 3.6V. Packaging 
is WL-CSP-6, 0.4 mm pitch (AS1111A & AS1111B), MLPD-8, 
0.5 mm pitch (AS1111C).
ams
ams.com

multi-port rF coaxial cable-to-board 
connector
Molex Incorporated has introduced its multi-port RF (MPRF) 
coaxial cable-to-board interconnection products, providing 
printed circuit board (PCB) designers and test and measure-
ment engineers with a secure electrical connection suit-
able for high vibration conditions. 
Featuring a rugged single housing 
design with dual latches to support 
the weight of the coaxial cables, 
the MPRF system ensures a secure 
multi-port RF I/O connection. The 
compact connectors also meet 
space demands for shrinking electronic devices in a variety 
of industries including telecommunications and network-
ing; data communications and computing; medical; and 
aerospace and defence. “Smaller connectors can be more 
sensitive to environmental factors than their larger counter-
parts, especially in high vibration situations where they can 
either move within the housing or completely disengage and 
cause a system failure,” said Darren Schauer, product man-
ager, Molex. “We designed the MPRF connectors to meet 
the miniaturisation needs of these next-generation devices 
while delivering an extremely durable solution that prevents 
the cables from becoming mis-aligned within the ruggedised 
housing.” With a 3.75-mm-pitch, the connectors accept 
2.10-mm cable diameters (RG-316) for PCB space savings. 
The robust outer shell can withstand a minimum of 500 mat-
ing cycles, while the 1.00-mm contact wipe ensures proper 
engagement under extreme conditions. The 4-, 6- and 8-port 
configurations deliver greater design flexibility and the DC to 
6 GHz frequency range supports a broad range of potential 
applications. The non-magnetic versions provide relative 
permittivity close to 1.0 and high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) 
for imaging systems in medical and aerospace applications.
Molex Incorporated
www.molex.com

Built-in steering wheel sensors ward-off 
driver’s hand slip
In cooperation with Guttersberg Consulting, Krippner Inc. has 
developed a foil-based sensing technology that can mea-
sure pressure in addition to position. In one implementation 

scenario, the SensoFoil could be 
used to measure the driver’s hand 
position and pressure on a car’s 
steering wheel. During normal 
driving, a driver is constantly mov-
ing his/her hands on the steering 
wheel, changing pressure as the 

fingers grip the wheel. By sensing how the driver’s hands are 
moving, the SensoFoil could detect if the driver has fallen 
asleep with their hands on the wheel or even if their hands 
had slipped off the steering wheel. This detection could trig-
ger the correct safety protocol to either wake up the driver or 
to implement corrective measures, such as the vehicle taking 
full control to a safe stop along the road. In case of a medi-
cal emergency, the car could even drive itself to the closest 
medical emergency centre while sending out an alert to the 
appropriate authorities. The sensor can also be programmed 
for pressure in certain locations. This can be used in a ve-
hicle to control various location, emergency, entertainment 
or communication systems. This same feature can be used 
in game controllers, aircraft, etc., as an economical way to 
add additional programmable capabilities to a controller or 
joystick device without the need for extra buttons or dials. 
Hoffmann+Krippner
www.hoffmann-krippner.com
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self-protected resettable e-Fuse reduces 
unnecessary field returns 
Designed to enhance system reliability against shutdown and 
catastrophic failures, the NIS5135 resettable electronic fuse 
introduced by Diodes Incorporated is suited to plug and play 
applications in consumer 
applications including hard 
disc and solid state drives, 
printers, and set-top boxes. 
By allowing the product to 
recover, this e-fuse helps 
reduce unnecessary field 
returns. Operating over 
a wide 3.1V to 18V input 
voltage range and rated at 3.6A, the NIS5135 integrates an 
NMOS power device with a low 30mΩ RDS(ON) for reduced 
power loss. It also features an internal current limit that 
avoids the voltage drop normally incurred by an external 
sense resistor in the load path. An over-voltage circuit limits 
the output voltage without shutting the device down, while 
downstream components are further protected from da-
mage or premature failure by under-voltage lockout (UVLO) 
and thermal shutdown circuits, with latching (NIS5135MN1) 
or auto-retry (NIS5135MN2) options. Supplied in a small, 
low profile U-DFN3030-10 package to minimize application 
footprint, the NIS5135’s industry-standard pin-out allows it to 
drop into existing designs, providing an alternative lower-
cost source for high volume production.
Diodes Incorporated
www.diodes.com

ti sets Cortex-A9 mCu price point at $7
Texas Instruments is extending its Sitara AM437x processor 
family to include lower cost products with an ARM Cortex-A9 
plus a variety of peripherals. Texas Instruments is extend-
ing its Sitara AM437x processor family to include lower cost 

products with an ARM Cortex-
A9 plus a variety of peripherals. 
The Sitara AM4376 proces-
sor hosts an ARM Cortex-A9 
core and will sell in production 
vo-lumes for around $7. This 
300MHz processor extends 
the Sitara processor portfolio 

with a scalable, pin-compatible processor that’s an economi-
cal option for designers using the range of peripherals in 
the Sitara AM437x family. The AM437x processors integrate 
support for industrial protocols for automation and industrial 
drives suiting them to applications such as building auto-
mation, telecom infrastructure, and industrial tools. Sitara 
AM437x processors are offered in commercial (0 to 90C), 
industrial (-40 to 90C) and extended (-40 to 105C) junc-
tion temperature ranges; four pin compatible and software 
compatible processor options are available, and at clock 
speeds of 300 MHz, 800 MHz and 1 GHz plus optional 3D 
graphics acceleration for enhanced user interfaces As part of 
the Sitara AM437x family, the AM4376 processor contains a 
programmable real-time unit, industrial communications sub-
system (PRU-ICSS) that offloads tasks from the ARM core so 
developers can save cost and differentiate their designs.
Texas Instruments
www.ti.com

700v hviC mosFet drivers improve reliability, 
cut footprint
Infineon Technologies’ family of rugged, reliable 700 V High-
Voltage ICs (HVICs) is optimised for solar, power supply, 
uninterruptible power supplies (UPS), welding and industrial 

drive applications. The 700 V offer-
ing enables designers of high-voltage 
power stages to simplify their design 
while making them more robust. The 
IR7xxxS series of HVICs feature sink/
source ratings from 60 mA to 2.3A and 
employ PN junction technology. Avail-

able in half bridge and high- and low-side configurations, they 
are optimised for 700V MOSFETs and 650V IGBTs and offer full 
driver capability with extremely fast switching speeds to reduce 
magnetics component count. Infineon adds that the IR7xxxS 
series offers the simplest, smallest and lowest cost solution 
to drive MOSFETs or IGBTs up to a blocking voltage of 700V, 
with up to 30% reduction in part count and up to 50% of board 
space compared to discrete optocoupler or transformer-based 
solutions. They have increased breakdown voltage and rugged 
transient performance. Features of the devices include under-
voltage lock-out protection for both channels, and lower di/
dt gate driver for better noise immunity. The HVICs are tolerant 
to negative transient voltage dv/dt, offer matched propagation 
delay for both channels and are 3.3 and 15V input logic com-
patible.
Infineon
www.infineon.com

motion feedback encoders support  
up to 5,000 counts per revolution
Avago Technologies’ AEDT-981x motion feedback encoders are 
designed to enable robust, high precision motion control appli-
cations including DC servo motors, linear and rotary actuators, 
factory automation equipment, 
3D printers, robotics and drones. 
The module series features a 
built-in interpolator supporting a 
wide range of encoding resolu-
tion from 1,000 to 5,000 counts 
per revolution (CPR) using a 
code-wheel of 11mm optical 
radius. The devices are industrial 
grade with operating tempera-
ture from -40 to +115 °C. Com-
pared to competitive solutions 
on the market, the AEDT-981x is claimed to operate with a 
70% lower supply current minimizing encoder power consump-
tion (20mA typical ICC). It has a wide spatial play tolerance 
of 0.4mm and code-wheel gap tuning range of +/-0.15 mm, 
providing ease of motor shaft alignment and enhancing photo 
detector signal integrity. The 26.67x20.8x10.16mm encoder is 
available in a standalone module unit like the AEDT-981x or in 
three pre-assembled housed module kits. The AEDM-5xxx is 
a kit with patented snap on cover, the AEDC-5xxx is a kit with 
connector latch, and the AEDL-5xxx is a kit with integrated dif-
ferential line driver IC supporting RS-422 outputs.
avago Technologies
www.avagotech.com
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Advanced led pin fin coolers accommodate tilted spot lights
MechaTronix has introduced two more diameters as standard to support advanced 
LED pin fin coolers for tilted spot lights. The second generation pin fin coolers have 
been developed for an optimized free air convection under tilted positions of spot and 
track lights over 45 degrees. Typically under heavy inclined positioning LED coolers 

need a far more open structure at the side to prevent 
obstruction of hot raising air. MechaTronix is devel-
oping situation specific LED coolers per LED brand.  
The solution offers an optimal performance which 
exceeds existing cooling platforms with more than 
30%. As an example the company has launched 
the LPF67 and LPF86 advanced pin fin coolers. In a 
diameter of 67 mm and 86 mm, the advanced LED 
coolers keep respectively 3500 lumen and 4500 lu-

men spot and track lights on the required case and junction temperature even under 
a full horizontal 90 degrees positioning. The LPF47 and LPF67 advanced LED pin 
fin coo-lers are standard foreseen from Zhaga book 3 and Zhaga book 11 mounting 
holes, as well as an advanced pattern for direct mounting of COB LED modules.
MechaTronix
www.mechatronix-asia.com

4k autofocus zoom camera block for 30fps industrial use
Sony has taken its leading 4K technology from its consumer and professional 
products to create what the company believes to be the worlds’ first 4K autofocus 
zoom camera block for the industrial market. The FCB-ER8300 delivers true 4K 
resolution (3840 x 2160 Pixels) at 30fps, and includes 20x zoom capability with ad-

vanced zoom technology from Sony. Using Sony Sensor tech-
nology and powered by a unique Sony image processor, the 
FCB-ER8300 can focus on the smallest detail whilst 70 degree 
Horizontal Field Of View (HFOV) allows for increased situational 
awareness over large areas. The 4K resolution is maintained 
all the way to 20x zoom. Once optical zoom range is reached 
Super Resolution Zoom is implemented to ensure resolution 

is maintained at 4K up to 20x zoom. Unlike digital zoom this does not reduce the 
number of pixels in the image, therefore degrading the resolution.  
The 60x64x105mm unit draws 3.7W with zoom/focus active.
Sony Corporation
www.image-sensing-solutions.eu

pmiC targets usB solar chargers, wireless sensor apps
The EH01-USB from Brazilian startup SiliconReef is offered as a power manage-
ment IC solution for a variety of energy-harvesting applications. The EH01-USB is 
a power conversion and switching chip that can direct electrical energy from and to 
multiple sources including a DC wall adapter, photovoltaic cells and a Li-ion battery. 

The device enables a simple implementation of a 5-V supply, 
such as a USB charger compatible with the ITU standard for 
the Universal Charging Solution (L.1000). Using the on-chip 
DC/DC boost converter, the EH01 converts the voltage from a 
solar panel to a stable 5-V output. Excess energy is directed to 
a Li-ion battery charger circuit, which stores the excess energy 
in an external battery. The battery supply can complement the 

energy to the DC/DC converter when needed. The EH01 also provides an interface 
for battery status monitoring, which can be done via a button making a LED pulse or 
via serial communication. The chip has a conversion efficiency of greater than 90% 
according to SiliconReef, and consumes less than 5 mW in operation and less than 
500µW in standby. The chip is packaged in a 20-contact QFN package measuring 
5x5mm. SiliconReef (Recife, Brazil) did not indicate who is manufacturing and packing 
the EH01 or what process technology it is implemented in. 
SiliconReef
www.siliconreef.com.br
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xilinx FpgA features in openpower-based  
CApi acceleration kit
Alpha Data has a CAPI acceleration development kit targeting 
the ADM-PCIE-7V3 board. The kit will enable designers to use 
Xilinx All Programmable FPGA devices attached to the coherent 

accelerator processor in-
terfaces on IBM POWER8 
systems. The develop-
ment kit includes the PSL 
(Power Service Layer) to 
provide the infrastructure 
connection to the POW-

ER8 chip, examples of user defined AFU (Accelerator Function 
Units), as well as OS Kernel extensions and library functions 
specifically for CAPI. This solution significantly reduces the de-
velopment time required to offload data processing applications 
to FPGAs. The Alpha Data ADM-PCIE-7V3 PCIe form factor 
add-in card uses Xilinx FPGAs to deliver application-specific 
acceleration for Big Data workloads. The ADM-PCIE-7V3 is IBM 
Power8 CAPI capable, featuring a Xilinx Virtex-7 X690T FPGA 
with dual 10Gigabit SFP+ ports for direct networking attach, 
two on-board SO-DIMMs for computing from local memory, 
and dual SATA interfaces for local data storage. OpenPOWER 
systems with AlphaData co-processors provide an ideal solution 
for next-generation data-centres. The collaboration between 
Alpha Data, Xilinx, IBM, and the OpenPOWER Foundation is 
producing breakthrough performance using Xilinx All Program-
mable FPGAs.”
alpha Data
www.alpha-data.com

octal, simultaneous sampling, true 18-bits AdC
LTC2348-18 is an 18-bit, 8-channel simultaneous sampling 
successive approximation register (SAR) ADC combining per-
formance and flexibility. While converting eight channels at 200 
ksamples/sec per channel throughput, each SoftSpan input can 
be independently configured 
on a conversion-by-conver-
sion basis to accept ±10.24V, 
0V to 10.24V, ±5.12V, or 0V to 
5.12V signals. The differential 
analogue inputs operate over 
a 34V input common mode 
range, allowing the ADC to 
directly digitise a variety of signals to simplify the signal-chain 
design. The input signal flexibility, combined with ±3LSB maxi-
mum INL, no missing codes at 18 bits, and 96.7 dB SNR, suits 
the LTC2348-18 for high performance industrial process control, 
test and measurement, power line monitoring, instrumentation 
and automatic test equipment applications. The LTC2348-18 
features a precision internal reference with 20 ppm/°C maxi-
mum temperature coefficient and an integrated reference buffer 
capable of accurate one-shot measurements, providing space 
savings in densely packed circuit boards. Optionally, an external 
5V reference can be used to expand the analogue input range 
to ±12.5V. The device dissipates 140 mW when converting eight 
channels simultaneously at 200 ksamples/sec per channel, and 
features nap and power-down modes to reduce power dissipa-
tion at slower throughputs.
Linear Technology
www.linear.com

16-core soCs target data centers  
and it infrastructure 
Cavium has added two new pin-compatible families CN73XX 
and CN72XX to its OCTEON III MIPS64 multi-core processor 
line, spanning 4 to 16 cores. The low-power processor fami-
lies will accelerate the emerg-
ing applications in Software 
Defined Networking (SDN) and 
Network Function Virtualiza-
tion (NFV). The OCTEON III 
CN73XX and CN72XX family 
SoCs pack up to 16 cores that 
deliver up to 35GHz of com-
pute, 40Gbps of application 
performance and 120Gbps of 
networking connectivity in low-power configurations starting 
as low as 8W. Packet parsing capabilities are integrated that 
can process both existing and emerging protocols such as 
MPLS, NVGRE, and VxLAN at line rate, along with sophisti-
cated traffic management capabilities that provide the fine 
grained traffic shaping and QoS required for application-cen-
tric networks. The integrated hardware accelerated security 
processing capabilities are turbo charged with support for 
a range of new crypto algorithms including the latest SHA3 
and enable 40Gbps IPSec using a single chip, to efficiently 
secure high-throughput enterprise, datacenter, and wireless 
backhaul connections. Cavium’s latest Deep Packet Inspec-
tion (DPI) is able to scan millions of flows and patterns in 
real-time to enable enterprises and service providers to pro-
vide robust protection against security threats while deliver-
ing intelligent application-based services. 
Cavium
www.cavium.com

ink and foil-based sensors, light and flexible
Hoffmann Krippner’s unique SensoInk and SensoFoil intelli-
gent sensing technologies can be used for Internet of Things 
applications such as process automation, position tracking 
and real time supply chain support. A 5V analog solution 

with low power requirements, 
SensoInk is based on printed 
polymer pastes over thin flexible 
films. It can be printed as po-
tentiometers, resistors, switches 
or keyboard contacts on circuit 
boards or electronic compo-

nents, to operate at 5V. The technology has no negative 
electromagnetic effects (full electromagnetic compatibility) 
and only two components are required for signal transfor-
mation: a printed potentiometer track on a carrier material 
(e.g. FR4 or PET foil) and a conductive wiper. As a product 
implementation, Sensofoil is a thin-film membrane poten-
tiometer as flat as 0.5mm, with a repeat accuracy of 1mm to 
10µm. The standard linear Sensofoil is available in lengths of 
50mm up to 500mm, 40mm wide rotary, and custom sizes 
and shapes. It comes in PET (ultra-thin), Magnet (contactless 
– long lifetime) or Hybrid technology (extended lifetime and 
temperature range)
Hoffmann+Krippner
www.hoffmann-krippner.com
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Pump Applications

Pico Representatives
Germany

ELBV/Electra Bauemente Vertrieb
E mail: info@elbv.de

Phone: 49 089 460205442
Fax: 49 089 460205442

England
Ginsbury Electronics Ltd

E-mail: rbennett@ginsbury.co.uk
Phone: 44 163 429800
Fax: 44 163 4290904
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high-side current/power sensor has A & d outputs
Microchip says its sensor is the first to feature both a configurable analogue output 
and a 2-wire digital bus; the PAC1921 maximises data and diagnostic reporting 
while minimising data latency, outputting power, current or voltage over a single pin 

and over the 2-wire digital bus. A combined analogue 
and digital current sensor, the PAC1921 can present 
power, current or voltage over the single output pin. 
Simultaneously, all power-related output values are 
also available over the 2-wire digital bus, which is 
compatible with I²C. The PAC1921’s analogue output 
is adjustable for 3V, 2V, 1.5V or 1V microcontroller 
inputs; it has an integrated 39-bit accumulation 

register and 128 times gain configuration. The device supports high-speed power 
management of light and heavy loads from 0V to 32V and comes in a 10-lead 
3x3mm VDFN package. It was designed with the 2-wire bus to maximise data and 
diagnostic reporting, while having the analogue output to minimise data latency.
Microchip
www.microchip.com

signal quality analyzer modules support 56g  
and 64g Ber measurements
Anritsu Corporation has launched the MP1861A MUX and MP1862A DEMUX mod-
ules to expand the MP1800A Signal Quality Analyzer’s functions of the MP1800A 
32G BERT to support 56G and 64G BER measurements for evaluating high-speed 

serial transmission devices, such as SERDES. When used 
in conjunction with the MP1800A, the two new modules 
support a generation of NRZ Data and BER measurements 
up to 64.2 Gbit/s. In addition, the support for Jitter Tole-
rance and Bathtub Jitter measurements meets the recom-
mendations of the latest CEI-56G and 400GbE standards. 
Anritsu’s MP1800A Signal Quality Analyzer series is a 

plug-in, modular-type Bit Error Rate Tester (BERT) simultaneously accommodating 
Pulse Pattern Generator (PPG), Error Detector (ED), synthesizer, and jitter generation 
modules. The instrument supports simultaneous generation of synchronous signals 
and measurement of Bit Error Rates (BER), for up to 8 channels, by installing multiple 
32G PPG and ED modules.
anritsu Corporation
www.anritsu.com

thin clear ceiling antennas are almost invisible
Pulse Electronics Corporation has announced the family expansion and formal 
launch of its ultra-thin, clear, DAS ceiling antennas. Extending just 0.33 inches 
(8.4mm) below the ceiling, the see-through housing of the DASUTCC antennas 

makes them nearly invisible when mounted, yet they 
have an industry-leading PIM rating of better than -155 
dBc at 2x20W (2x43dBm). Their translucent design 
makes them ideal for providing access to wireless 
networks in hotels, convention centers, formal spaces, 
older buildings with low ceilings, shallow spaces, or ar-
eas where aesthetic concerns are of major importance. 
Part of the company’s PIMinator™ line of low passive 

intermodulation antennas, the DASUTCC omni antenna family now includes seven 
different antenna product variants. Three different connector options are available 
to support N, 4.1-9.5 Mini-DIN, and 4.3-10 connectors, either with or without an 
energy director. Products in the family include the DASUTCC500NF with N female 
connector; the DASUTCC500MD with 4.1-9.5 Mini-DIN connector, and the DA-
SUTCC5004310 with 4.3-10 connector.
Pulse Electronics Corporation
www.pulseelectronics.com
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exploring through-wall 
presence detection
This month, Novelda is giving away two 
full XeThru Inspiration kits worth 1499 US Dollars each, for 
EETimes Europe’s readers to experiment first hand with its 
XeThru technology. Based on the use of radio waves, rather 
than infrared, ultrasound or light, the company’s X2M1000 
Inspiration modules can detect presence just from the chest 
movement while 
breathing, and 
measure both the 
rate and depth of 
breathing, allowing 
breathing patterns 
to be tracked in 
real-time for a 
plethora of presence and health-care monitoring applica-
tions. The technology ‘sees through’ a variety of objects 
including lightweight building materials, duvets and blankets 
to provide non-contact sensing at a range of up to several 
metres, within a 60° field of view. The XTIK Inspiration Kit 
offers a quick start for proof of concepts and prototyping. It 
includes two X2M1000 Inspiration modules (50x70mm), two 
USB communication boards, the XeThru Explorer software 
for module configuration, data logging and visualisation, 
and a programmer unit in case the firmware needs to be 
updated. Each package comes in a practical briefcase with 
room for additional hardware.

Check the reader offer online at
 

www.electronics-eetimes.com

ReaderOf ferdata logger analyses ups batteries
New from Aspen Electronics comes the WENS 900 Series 
Analyser and data logger for UPS Battery field Management. 
The unit provides a single, quick, test to show the health of the 
battery at variable loading conditionings for Impedance, Voltage, 

Temperature and Current measure-
ments (simultaneously or indepen-
dently) with user-friendly software. The 
107x220x55mm unit finds application 
in the field management of almost 
any battery, including UPS back up 
batteries in telecom industrial sys-

tems, renewable energy power plants (solar, water, wind), marine, 
aerospace, military, automotive and the like. Providing abundant 
data logging and accurate trend analysis the unit has an internal 
SD Card back-up to store up to 100,000 (100K) data. Data is 
available in both text and graphic mode. The WENS 900 battery 
quality analyser is designed for measuring the internal resistance, 
open-circuit voltage and terminal temperature of secondary 
batteries, including Lead Storage Cells (Lead -Acid batteries), 
nickel-cadmium batteries, lithium-ion batteries and nickel-metal 
hydride batteries. It has an AC four-terminal method to measure 
the internal resistance by eliminating lead resistance and contact 
resistance to get the accurate results which are simultaneously 
displayed along with voltage and temperature. There are 99 
sets of composite comparator functions, which can be set at 
resistance and voltage values to get reliable detection of battery 
deterioration. Integral with the unit are pin type leads, supplied 
as standard, for easy contact with the battery electrodes to get a 
more accurate connection. 4-terminal measurement is possible 
and there is a clip type lead with temperature sensor and a clamp 
adaptor for DC current measurements. 
aspen Electronics
www.aspen-electronics.com

sdk targets infoAdAs development
Carmakers increasingly complement traditional in-vehicle 
infotainment (IVI) features and functions through Informational 
Driver Assistant Systems (InfoADAS). The latter add functions 
such as surround view, pedestrian and lane detection with 

the overarching goal to 
make dri-ving safer. Since 
these functions are typi-
cally camera-based, they 
generate huge amounts of 
data that of course have 
to processed. To sup-
port these development, 

Texas Instruments has introduced a Software Developers 
Kit (SDK) custom-made for InfoADAS. TI’s InfoADAS SDK 
enables developers to xtend investments in infotainment with 
the addition of innovative InfoADAS use-cases to enhance the 
driver’s awareness of the conditions inside and outside the 
vehicle, without compromising the performance of either IVI or 
InfoADAS systems. In addition it helps developers to reshape 
traditional infotainment architectures by integrating additional 
functions on TI’s DRA7xx “Jacinto 6” infotainment processors.

functions and options of Informational aDaS
With the increasing deployment of cameras and sensors in 
vehicles to make the driving experience safer, there is a need 

to collect, analyze and display further information to the driver 
without significantly increasing overall R&D investments or 
bill-of-materials (BOM). The InfoADAS SDK provides scalabi-
lity across high-level operating systems (HLOS) and “Jacinto 
6” devices for reuse of existing designs and resources. It can 
also be used as a pluggable InfoADAS subsystem to exist-
ing head unit applications. To act as a reference for cus-
tomer’s productized algorithm development, the InfoADAS 
SDK includes sample vision algorithms to demonstrate the 
framework capabilities, and also includes hooks to extend the 
framework for higher-level application features such as park 
guide overlays. In addition to the existing HLOS SDK sup-
ported on the “Jacinto 6” platform and Vision SDK dedicated 
to control safety functions supported on the TI TDAx proces-
sors, the delivery of the InfoADAS SDK unifies the software 
architecture across TI’s automotive processors, “Jacinto” and 
TDAx, for easy integration and scalability. The DRA7xx family 
of processors provides a hardware- and software-compatible 
platform capable to augment existing infotainment products 
with informational ADAS features. To enable InfoADAS, there 
is no hardware change required besides upgrading the system 
to route cameras to the processor. This allows customers to 
leverage cameras both inside and outside the vehicle together 
with existing infotainment platforms.
Texas Instruments
www.ti.com
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transceiver iC supports optical usB
Silicon Line GmbH (Munich, Germany) has developed a USB 
transceiver IC that can be used to implement active opti-
cal cables for USB 3.0 at up to 5Gbps and USB 3.1 at up 
to 10 Gbps. The SL86050 IC contains both a vertical cavity 
surface emitting laser driver 
and a transimpedance ampli-
fier designed to process USB 
3 signals. The device takes its 
power directly from the USB 
connector and also processes 
low frequency periodic signal-
ing information. The SL86050 is available as a bare die. Sili-
con Line also provides ICs for optical HDMI 2.0 that, together 
with the SL86050, enables a long, thin and light cable to 
connect a PC to a headset. This gives much greater freedom 
of movement to the person using the headset.

Raising funds
Recently Silicon Line raised €6.2 million (about $6.9 mil-
lion) from new and existing investors. The company said it 
plans to use the money to ramp up volume manufacturing of 
optical sub-assemblies at its facility in Hasselt, Belgium. The 
company’s established products support HDMI 1.4 and 2.0, 
USB 3.1 up to 10 Gbps, DisplayPort 1.3 and MIPI D-PHY for 
cameras.
Silicon Line GmbH
www.silicon-line.com

First in production with Arm  
Cortex-m7-based mCus, says st
ST claims a lead with its STM32F7 microcontrollers, which it 
says are the first to production with this ARM processor core. 
ST has announced the STM32F7 Discovery Kit to enable 

design starts with the 
MCU series ST asserts 
it is the first chip maker 
to begin volume produc-
tion of microcontrollers 
featuring the Cortex-M7 
processor: the latest and 
highest-performing  
Cortex-M core for 

advanced consumer, industrial, medical, and Internet-of-
Things (IoT) devices. The architecture of STM32F7 MCUs 
combines the Cortex-M7 core with advanced peripherals, 
giving product designers opportunities to enhance applica-
tion performance, add new functions, extend battery life, 
ensure security, and minimise use of external components. 
The architecture also, ST claims, saves designers’ time in 
optimising code performance and length, to allow extra 
focus on creating differentiating features in the end prod-
uct. The extensible STM32F7 Discovery kit builds on ARM’s 
mbed and Arduino ecosystems. The kit comes with the 
STM32Cube firmware library, as well as direct support from 
an ecosystem of software-development tool partners and 
the ARM mbed online community. The Discovery Kit’s open 
hardware, priced at $49.90, includes WQVGA touchscreen 
colour display, stereo audio, multi-sensor support, security, 
and high-speed connectivity. Together with an integrated ST-
Link debugger/programmer (no need for a separate probe), 
unlimited expansion capability is provided through the 
Arduino Uno connectivity support and immediate access to 
a large choice of specialised add-on boards. The STM32F7 
devices are in production now, in a range of package options 
from a 14x14mm LQFP100 to 28x28mm LQFP208, plus 
10x10mm 0.65mm-pitch UFBGA176, 13x13mm 0.8mm-pitch 
TFBGA216, and 5.9x4.6mm WLCSP143.
STMicroelectronics
www.st.com

towerjazz panasonic offers pdk  
for image sensor process
Foundry TowerJazz Panasonic Semiconductor Co. (Uozo City, 
Japan) is offering support for designers who want to use its 
65nm CMOS image sensor manufacturing process. A custom 

physical design kit developed with 
Synopsys Inc. targets smart-
phone, security and medical x-ray 
applications. This allows the use 
of the Galaxy Custom Designer 
schematic editor and simulation 
environment, the Laker layout 

editor, HSPICE, CustomSim and FineSim circuit simulators, IC 
Validator physical verification, and StarRC parasitic extraction.
The 65nm CMOS image sensor process supports pixel sizes 
down to 1.12-micron and is already in production producing im-
age sensors for digital still cameras.
TowerJazz Panasonic Semiconductor Co. 
www.tpsemico.com

low-power lte 4g modem targets iot 
Altair Semiconductor has designed a new family of MIPS-based 
chips to provide 4G connectivity to wearables and other IoT 
devices at extremely low power consumption. The company 
has optimized the new FourGee modems for the small form 
factor and very low power consumption characteristics that 
are typical of IoT 
devices. It claims its 
FourGee-1150 and 
1160 chips offer up 
to 10 times better 
energy efficiency and 
half the connectivity 
cost of the standard 
LTE technologies 
being used today. 
Adding a FourGee LTE chip to a wearable has less than 10% 
impact on battery life in a typical usage scenario (i.e. if a wear-
able device gets ~48 hrs on Bluetooth + Wi-Fi only, then it will 
last for about 44 hours using FourGee LTE + Bluetooth + Wi-Fi), 
says the manufacturer. An LTE-powered smart meter could run 
for up to 10 years using several standard AA-type batteries. 
The FourGee chips also come equipped with next-generation 
OmniShield security technologies from Imagination, creating 
the required framework for safe deployment of services and 
software upgrades for IoT devices. The FourGee-1150/6401 is 
a low-cost LTE Category-0 chipset featuring downlink speeds 
of up to 1Mbps, extremely low power consumption. This IoT-
optimized chipset incorporates elements such as an advanced 
on-chip power management unit, integrated DDR memory and 
a low power MCU subsystem with a robust security framework.
altair Semiconductor
www.altair-semi.com
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power factor correction iCs  
target light-load performance
Power Integrations’ HiperPFS-3 family of power factor cor-
rection ICs provides high power factor and high efficiency 
across the entire load range, and use 60 mW at no-load. For 
applications with continu-
ous power demands up to 
405W for universal input 
and 900W for high-line, 
the ICs feature efficiency 
levels of better than 95% 
from 10% load to full load 
and consume less than 60 
mW under no-load condi-
tions. A power factor of 
above 0.92 is achievable at 20% load. The highly integrated 
HiperPFS-3 devices include the variable frequency CCM 
controller, high-voltage power MOSFET and a Qspeed low 
QRR boost diode. The new devices also employ an innova-
tive means of controlling EMI without adversely affecting 
power factor at light loads. Poor system power factor at light 
load is caused by X capacitors that are used to reduce dif-
ferential mode EMI being fed back to the AC line. HiperPFS-3 
ICs incorporate a digital power factor-enhancing circuit that 
activates during light load conditions; this increases the 
compensation to overcome the reactance of X capacitors in 
the EMI filter, minimising the phase angle difference between 
the input voltage and the current. Consequently, designers 
may increase the size of the X capacitors while minimising or 
eliminating differential-mode chokes, thereby reducing EMI 
without degrading light load power factor performance. This 
results in a smaller, lower cost, EMI filter stage. Available for 
both high and low-line applications, HiperPFS-3 ICs cover 
a continuous output power up to 900W. Thermally efficient 
eSIP-16 packaging simplifies heat sink mounting.
Power Integrations
www.power.com

2.8” diagonal QvgA tFt panels on-demand
Display interface specialist andersDX has launched a new 
range of 2.8” diagonal QVGA TFT panels available with low 
Minimum Order Quantities (MOQs), following the negotiation 
of an exclusive agreement with an Asian supplier. “We have 

identified that competitors are ei-
ther discontinuing or applying large 
MOQs to this size. Whilst some 
customers are indeed migrating to 
larger sizes, our competitors move 
is in our view premature, and leaves 
smaller customers with established 
products exposed. They face an 

unpalatable choice between committing to taking a large 
stock with the associated cash flow implications or redesign-
ing their product”, commented Paul Hooper, European Sales 
Manager of andersDX. “Using our close relationships with 
key suppliers, we have responded by negotiating an agree-
ment under which they will commit to tooling for this display 
size and format. As a result, we can continue to supply the 
market with minimum order quantities of just 1000 pieces. 
This is a great example of the kind of pro-active support that 
a strong display specialist is able to offer the market.” The 
2.8” diagonal QVGA TFT panels are offered with or without a 
touch screen overlay. The displays themselves draw just 4mA 
from a 3V power supply. The LED backlight is powered from 
a 13.2V supply and draws 20mA. 
andersDX
www.andersdx.com

Compact driver iC  
for automotive throttle control
TB9051FTG provides high efficiency and ultra-low ON resis-
tance in its intended function as a small-sized motor driver 
IC for DC brushed motors. While primarily targeted at vehicle 

engine applications, such as elec-
tronic throttle and valve control, 
the IC is also suitable for control of 
on-board systems operating at up 
to 5A, such as control of wing mir-
rors and locks for car boots (trunks). 
The TB9051FTG is a single channel 

H-Bridge that supports two power supplies (VBAT and VCC). In 
addition to forward, reverse and brake functions, it is also ca-
pable of PWM control, current limit control and usable for high-
side current monitoring, diagnosis output and power on reset 
(POR) circuitry. The new device provides efficient operation in a 
P-QFN28 package (6 × 6mm). On-resistance is 0.34Ω (high-side 
+ low-side, max). The TB9051FTG applies DMOS transistors as 
driver elements. The IC also uses various built-in failure detec-
tion features for functional safety. These include over current, 
over heat, low voltage and high voltage detection circuits. The 
TB9051FTG has an operational voltage range of VBAT=4.5V 
to 28V and VCC=4.5V to 5.5V. Toshiba adds that it has carried 
out a variety of testing on the TB9051FTG to simulate various 
system failures and will provide customers with documentation 
to support safety analysis and design. Sample shipments will 
begin in September 2015, with mass production scheduled to 
commence in October 2016.
Toshiba Electronics Europe
www.toshiba.semicon-storage.com

25x32mm brush dC motors deliver  
from 0.027 to 0.034nm continuous
Pittman Motors has introduced the DC032A Series of brush DC 
motors, a high torque density motor designed in a rectangular 
package. Designed for portable equipment and power tools, the 
motor body cross section mea-
sures a compact 25x32mm. It is 
available in three motor lengths 
with continuous torque from 
0.027 - 0.034 Nm. The DC032A 
series has a maximum speed of 
6500 rpm and can be used with 
DC bus voltages up to 48 volts. 
There are 8 standard winding variations to suit most every pro-
ject. Custom windings are available to further maximize exac-
ting end-product requirements. The motor construction features 
a high-energy, 4-pole stator with rare earth magnets. The 13 
slot commutation design minimizes torque ripple. The armature 
slots are skewed for optimum reduction of reluctance torque 
(LO-COG). The motor shaft is supported by shielded ball bea-
rings that are preloaded for low vibration and quiet operation.
Pittman
www.Pittman-Motors.com
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Astute electronics  
to distribute excelsys’ power
Designer of high efficiency power supplies Excelsys Technologies 
has added Astute Electronics to its distribution network. Astute 
will distribute solutions from Excelsys Technologies to customers 
in the Military, Security, Commu-
nication and Defence Industries 
throughout the UK. Astute will 
particularly focus on the com-
pany’s range of High-Rel COTS 
power supplies including Xgen, 
UltiMod and Xsolo, all of which 
are all field proven. These platforms are all designed for use in 
harsh operating environments common in the Military, Security, 
Communication and Defence Markets; typical applications from 
200W to 2KW include: Radar Systems, Simulators, Diagnostics, 
Test & Measurement and Data Processing and Communications. 
astute Electronics
www.astute.co.uk

Add location-awareness with multi-
constellation gnss module, in distribution
Distributor Alpha Micro has the CAM-M8 module from u-blox, 
that offers a simple way to add global positioning in applications 
that require location-awareness. It offers the option of concur-

rent operation with any two of 
the three main satellite-position-
ing systems currently in ope-
ration - GPS, GLONASS and 
BeiDou. The 9.6x14x1.95mm 
module supports satellite-based 
augmentation systems (SBAS) 
that combine data from ground 

stations with satellite signals for better positioning accuracy. 
The CAM-M8, which delivers positioning data accurate to within 
2 metres, updates at 18 Hz when connected to a single satellite 
network and at 10 Hz in multi-GNSS mode. Acquisition time is 
one second from a ‘hot’ start.
alpha Micro Components
www.alphamicro.net

Bluetooth smart/le module for drop-in 
connectivity, in distribution
Distributor Farnell element14 has Panasonic’s PAN1740 
next-generation Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) Module en-
abling low-energy wireless connectivity. The 9.0x9.5x1.8mm 

unit comes in a SMD package with 
shielded case and chip antenna 
A single-mode configuration, the 
Bluetooth Smart System-on-Chip 
module is optimised for low power, 
small size and low system cost 
products, making it suitable for 

smart watches, fitness trackers, smartphone accessories, 
medical monitors (such as heart rate monitors and glucose 
meters) and the Internet of Things (IoT).
farnell element14
www.premierfarnell.com

Arrow to support FpgA-based instant-
development kit
Arrow Electronics has expanded its line card to include the new 
Attila Arria 10 field-programmable gate array (FPGA) mezzanine 
card (FMC) Instant-development kit (DevKit). The kit, based on 

Altera’s Arria 10 tech-
nology, is designed 
and manufactured by 
ReFLEX CES, an es-
tablished provider of 
modified-off-the-shelf 
solutions and turnkey 
embedded systems 

and designs. The board offers developers an out-of-the box 
design solution that combines a compact hardware platform 
with an efficient, intuitive software environment. The DevKit’s 
unique install and graphical user interface enable an immedi-
ate start, and its reference designs enable fast turn-around for 
short, secure developments. 
arrow Electronics
www.arrow.com

spi nor Flash surpasses AeC-Q100  
reliability tests
Solid State Supplies has announced a series of AEC-Q100-
certified SPI (Serial Peripheral Interface) multiple-I/O NOR Flash 
memory ICs from AMIC Technology. Specified for operation over 
the –40 to +125°C temperature range, the addition of AEC-Q100 
certification for the AMIC A25L series of 3V SPI NOR Flash de-
vices makes them well suited for automotive and other industrial 
applications. Furthermore, a key feature of the series is that 
these SPI products are based on a robust and well-proven 90nm 
process technology platform, rather than being implemented in 
the latest 65nm Flash technologies. The AMIC SPI Flash series is 
available in a number of memory densities ranging from 512K up 
to 64Mbit, and in a range of package styles including SOP, DIP, 
USON, WSON and BGA. The ICs have a maximum clock rate 
of 100MHz, operate from a 2.7 to 3.6V single supply voltage for 
read, erase and program operations and have standby currents 
ranging from 15μA down to 2μA for the 64Mbit devices. 
Solid State Supplies
www.sssplc.com

rs Components to sponsor first tv steps  
of hexapod machine
RS Components is providing sponsorship for a robot creation built 
by inventor Matt Denton, an electronics specialist within TV and 
film. The Mantis, a two-tonne turbo diesel-powered hexapod walk-
ing machine, brings together art and 
engineering, and will feature on Chan-
nel 4’s Gadget Man on 22 June. Matt, 
founder of Micro Magic Systems, has 
20 years experience primarily within 
creature effects departments on sci-fi 
and fantasy films. He has built the machine using components 
predominantly from RS, and has taken it to festivals and events 
where it has received media attention, as well as being driven by 
The Gadget Shows anchorwoman Pollyanna Woodward when it 
was featured on the show in December. 
RS Components
www.rs-online.com
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Cloud system leverages 
IoT’s idle processing power
By Rich Pell

Computer researchers at the 
University of Alabama at Bir-
mingham (Birmingham, AL) have 

developed a system designed to pool 
the unused computing power of smart 
Web-connected devices in the Internet 
of Things (IoT), such as the Nest ther-
mostat, smartphone-controlled LED light 
bulbs, in-car Web apps and more.

Called Aura, the 
system is designed 
to connect up to 
hundreds of con-
nected devices into 
a localized cloud 
service for custom-
ers needing ad-
ditional processing 
power. In addition, 
the system would 
allow customers 
to keep their data 
nearby rather than 
have it stored just 
anywhere in the 
cloud.

For example, 
Aura could allow 
desktop-level apps 
to run on mobile 
phones while rely-
ing on nearby IoT 
devices to do most 
of the computation. 
According to Ragib 
Hasan, Ph.D., as-
sistant professor in 
the UAB College of 
Arts and Sciences 
Department of 
Computer and Information Sciences, “It 
doesn’t matter that the phone has lim-
ited memory, because it now has access 
to a vast amount of memory belonging 
to the IoT devices.”

Aura is not limited to buildings and 
is able to be used for creating local ad 
hoc clouds anywhere - even in a mov-
ing vehicle. As you are driving down 
the Interstate, your phone can tap into 
the computing capabilities of your own 
car, plus all the surrounding cars,” says 
Hasan. 

Owners of connected devices would 
be incentivized to participate by being 

compensated based on how much pro-
cessing power they contributed, while 
users of the service would pay a fee. 
See an infographic showing “How Aura 
Works.” 

The idea behind Aura was inspired 
in part by Amazon Web Services, which 
rents out Amazon’s unused server space 
earning the company billions of dollars 

every year. In apply-
ing the idea to IoT 
devices, Hasan and 
his colleagues de-
termined that in any 
urban environment 
there will be any-
where from 1,000 to 
5,000 trackable de-
vices around a given 
user with strong pro-
cessors and memory 
to spare. 

The researchers 
created a proof-of-
concept implemen-
tation of the system 
using an Android ap-
plication and several 
virtual IoT devices 
running Contiki OS 
a popular operat-
ing system for such 
devices. Also used in 
the implementation 
was MapReduce, 
a programming 
framework that lets 
developers write pro-
grams that process 
massive amounts 

of unstructured data in parallel across 
a distributed cluster of processors or 
stand-alone computers. 

As far as security, it is addressed in 
Aura in various ways. “Communicational 
security is ensured via various security 
protocols,” says Hasan. “Additionally, 
Aura incorporates a container-based 
segregation of the tasks running on the 
IoT devices to protect the core function-
ality of the devices. The distributed task 
assignment model also allows the sys-
tem to ensure that any ill-motived device 
owner cannot obtain any holistic view of 
the original data and results.”
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ISOFACE™
Robust, intelligent and galvanically isolated switching solution 
for industry automation applications. 

The ISOFACE™ ISO1H8xxG product family is designed for the harsh industry 
automation world:

 n 8-channel high-side switches can drive any kind of resistive, inductive or 
capacitive loads. 

 n Integrated galvanic isolation protects MCUs and Bus-ASICs against surges 
and bursts from the factory floor. 

 n Bullet proof short-circuit protection and clamping diode function. 

Key Features:
 n 8 output channels, 0.5 A or 1.0 A each à Compact System Solution
 n Integrated galvanic isolation, UL508 certified à Robust & Reliable
 n Integrated Active Short-Circuit Protection à Overload Protection Built-In
 n Integrated Clamping Diode Function à Inductive Load Switching
 n Diagnostic Feedback à Status Feedback

www.infineon.com/isoface


